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CHAPTER I
INTROroCTION
For many years Old Testament scholars have approached
the problem of Hebrew esohatology without much regard to the
basic faith of the prophets as a imified whole* As a result �
the unique covenant relationship of Yahweh with Israel and
His election of her, and the unique historical reality which
Israel had experienced through the mighty works of her living
Ood, Yahwehy have neither been duly considered nor emphasized
in relation to a unique Hebrew eschatology*
I. THE PROBLEM
Statement of the Problem* It was the purpose of this
study (1) to examine modern critical theories on the origin
of Hebrew esohatology; (2) to trace the theme of eschatology
through the basic faith of the prophets, mainly Amos and
Hosea; (3) to show the relation between the realistic Hebrew
view of time and the realistic esohatology of the Old Testa
ment; and (I4.) to present the eschatologloal message of these
two prophets, Amos and Hosea.
Iiiq)ortance of the study* There is an increasing
concern with the eschatologloal understanding of the Scrip
tures in o\ir time. The Second World Church Council which
was held at Evanston, Illinois, in l$3kt was significant in
Its theological emphasis upon the subject of eschatology*
In today's world of crisis, Cjipistlanlty is rediscovering
the fundamental li^ortance of Christian hope as sine qua non
in the proclamation of the Word of God, as it did in the days
of early Church* Along with this has come an increasing
recognition of the unity of Holy Scripture end of the depend-*
ence of the New Testament thought upon the Hebrew modes of
thinking* That the Hew Testament cannot be understood apart
from the Old Testament is an elementary axiom* It is now
widely accepted, as it was not a century ago, that the essen
tially formative factor in the interpretative thinking of the
early Church was the Old Testament and not the wide-spread
atmosphere of Hellenistic thought*^ Then what was the Old
Testament teaching on the problem of eschatology? Th. C*
VPiezen observed that '*no agreement has been reached as yet
on the question of the eschatologloal character of the clas-
2
sical prophets of Israel** J* Lindblom raised the matter
expressly by drawing attention to the unsatisfactory situa
tion, and stated that the whole question of esohatology
was "one of the most urgent tasks Incumbent upon 0. T.
Eric C. Rust, '*Time and Eternity in Biblical
Thought," Theology Today, X (October, 1953 )# 32? �
^
Th. C. Vriezen, "Prophecy and Eschatology," Supple-
ments to Vetus Testamentum, I (1953 )� 199�
5aoholarshlp today*" In this study an atten^t was nside to
inTestigate this important problem throu^ an understanding
of prophetic faith and of its relation to eschatology*
Limitation of the study* The writer had a decided
limitation in the source of this study due to non-ava liabil
ity of many Important European works on the subject. He
limited the sphere of his study to a biblical study of Amos
and Hosea. Amos was chronologically the foremost in the
canonical prophets and represented most of the is^>ortant
features i^ioh were characteristic of the prophetic teachings
in general. His eschatology was the earliest of prophetic
eschatology, yet it became a sort of protoeschatology of the
Old Testament. However, this protoeschatology is not com
plete without Hosea. The significance of Hosea *s teaching
is found in its complementary character, pointing out the
same basic faith of Israel's prophets.
II. DEFINITION OF TERM
Eschatology is "the doctrine of the last things." But
"the last event is not merely one meiriaer of the series; it Is
the determinative meaiber, which reveals tbe meaning of tdie
^ J. Lindblom, The Servant Songs in Deutero-Isaiah .
{Uppsala, 1951 )# PP* 9^7~10^� cited by Vrlezen, ibid*
kwhole. Eschatology deals with the teaching or belief, that
the world-movement, religiously considered, tends towards a
definite, final goal. Beyond this goal there will be estab
lished a new order of affairs. Frequently it further implies
that this new order of affairs will not be subject to any
further change, but will partake of the static character of
the eternal .5
Eschatology is a terra of Greek derivation. In the
Greek Old Testament are found the two phrases j foxaTat '^jifepai,
(occurring in Ge. 14.9:1; Isa. 2:2; Jer. 37j2i|,j Kzek. $8:16;
Hos� 5s5; Mic, 1^:1; Dan. 10sli|.) and loxaTov tSv ^ij-epcov (ocoiir-
rlng in Hum. 2k'*l5l Beut. ifi^O; 5:29; Jer. 23:20; 25il8).^
Back of these Greek phrases lies the Hebrew phrase
hayyamim 'afaarith. *Aha3/ith is a derivation from �ah*y and
the latter means "hindmost.'* *AhaJ^^th is applied to space as
well as to time in the sense of "the hindmost part." An
example of the application to space is Psalm 139:9: "the
uttermost parts of the sea." Applied to time, as is the case
in the phrase under review, it would proximately signify "the
^ C. K. Barrett, "New Testament Eschatology," Scottish
Journal of Theology, VI (June, 1953)� 156.
5 Geerhardus Vos, The Pauline Eschatology (Grand
Rapids: vVm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1952), p. 1.
6 Ibid.
5
7
farthermost parts of the days."
For "future" and "end," for "later" and "last," Hebrew
thought has only one word, ^aharl^th, just as it has only one
word for "prehistoric time" and the "past" <qedem) and for
o
"always" and "eternity" (�olim).
According to Th. C* Vriezen, eschatology can be used
9
in a narrower and a wider sense* In a narrower sense the
only thing which can be understood is the apocalyptic form
of '^laa hazze as against the *olam habba, or life in heaven
as against life on earth. But in a wider sense it denotes
the faith that knows of a new kingdom, a new world, even if
there is no question here of the destruction of the cosmos
and even if one sees that it is all enacted within the
framework of this one world of God. It is in this wider
sense that the word eschatology, with regard to the prophet
ical expectation of salvation, can be understood*
Ibid* Vrlezen, 0�* oit*, 25* Ibid*
CHAPTER II
CRITICAL VIEWS OH THE ORIGIN OP ESCHATOLOGT
Much has been written and explored In order to explain
the origin of eschatology, but only a brief summary of the
erltieal modern theories on the problem is given here.
I. WELLHAUSEN'S VIEW
According to the Wellhausen school of criticism escha
tology resembles ethical monotheism in that it is specifi
cally a prophetic creation. This implies that there was no
ethical monotheism before the prophetie period, so there was
no eschatology. By an explanatory hypothesis which was based
upon the theory of evolution, this school tried to explain
the origin of ethical monotheism out of historical and psy
chological factors. It made the evolution of the religion of
Israel begin with the most prinitive ideas and practices in
order to point out a contrast between the alleged low level
of early Israel and the hi^ level evident in later books of
the Old Testament. Thus, esohatology as such was also reduced
to merely a matter of phantastic expectation. Little or no
attention was placed upon the content of the Old Testament
faith as a unified whole. A grave danger was that mere
Geerhardus Vos, Old and New Testament Biblical The
ology, (Trontoi Tronto BapBTsF^eialnary, i9k1h 1^*5 � &
Appendix xxvi*
description of reconstructed evolutionary stages, to suit
the hypothesis a priori of development, was treated as eqtiiv-
2
alent to real understanding of what was essential* In this
critical school, ethical monotheism was magnified and eseha-
tology minimised* "Woe eschatology" preceded "weal escha
tology," since woe was the natural product of the prophets'
ethical indignation at sin* "Weal eschatology" then followed
since the prophets were patriots and still had remains of
attachment to the old popular religion* The older school of
literary criticism maintained that the future hope did not
become a factor of ii^ortance until after the states of
Israel and Judah lost their independence* Thus the esoha-
tological promises in the books of pre-exlllc prophets were
by necessity regarded as of later origin*
II. GRESSMANN AM) GUNKEL'S VIEW
In opposition to this view, Gressmann, and with him
die rel1gi ousgeschlchtl i che Sehule, held that even the proph
ets of doom seemed to assume in their hearers some knowledge
of a "popular eschatology," which they took as their starting
point, modified in various ways, and applied to the contem
porary situation* Since the publication of Gressmann 's work
^ Walther Elchrodt, Book review of "A Guide to the
Understanding of the Bible," by Harry Emerson Posdick, in
Journal of Biblical Literature, LXV (Jtine, 19k6), 205*
8on the <^lgln of laraelite-Jewlah Eschatology (Per Ursprimg
der Israelltls ch* 3ndl sohan Eschatologle, Got ting�n, 1905)
scholars have had to taka seriously his contention that there
was even a preprophetio esohatology in ancient Israel.
Gresszaann laid stress among other things upon the conception
of "the Bay of Yahweh," which seams to have been a poptalar
expectation in the time of Amos (Amos 3:lSff }. It had
generally been assumed that "the I^y of Yahweh" was nothing
more than a contemporary jingoistlo-patrlotio notion without
real theological foxmdation or significance. Gressmann
contended that it was more than that. This popular escha
tology was thought to have been a more or less rudimentary
variation of a general oriental eschatology, ultimately
^bylonian in origin, and to have included from the outset
two elements: disaster (the destruction of the world) and
salvation (restoration), "the time of the ciarse" and "the time
of the blessing."^ Gressmann' s theory of the development of
history in periodic cycles was based upon the discovery of
the precession of the spring point of the sun, made by the
5
Babylonian astronomers. These two parts of the future
^ Christopher H. North, The Old Testament Interpre
tation of History (London: The fepworth Press, 19l}.6), p� 121.
^ Sigraund Mowlnckel, He That Cometh (Nashville: Abing
don Press, 19^k)$ P� 127.
5
Ladlslav Cerny, The Day of Yahweh and Some Relevant
Problems (V Pra�e NakuladeHnpIXosoricke FacuITy'TJntverslty
Karlovy, 19i+8), p. 38.
9expectation vere thought to have been taken over in Israel
separately and without any inner organic connexion, and yet
as elements with a traditional assooiation with each other in
a pattern which was held to have belonged to "prophecy"
6
throughout the entire ancient east. This was the explana
tion of the abrupt and disconnected juxtaposition of proph*
ecles of disaster and prophecies of salvation which the
literary critics found so awkward.
Gunkel had already, a decade earlier than Gressmann,
put forward his theory ( Sohopfung \and Chaos in Urzeit und
laidzeit, Gottingen, l893)* According to him, one had to turn
for the solution of many problems set by eschatology, as well
as for the imderstanding of a number of difficult terms,
constantly recurring in all periods of its development, to
the oldest stock of Semitic mythology and its sometimes pe*
oullar ideas, conceptions, representations, and descriptions
7
of the natural, astral, human and divine world* The oldest
literary reco2*ds of these myths, where all the above motioned
things are recorded, came from Babylonia and therefore, it
was here that one must seek the prim&ry ethnio source of the
whole system of Hebrew eschatology* But the most important
result of his study was what later on was called by S. Mow-
Mowlnckel, loc* cit*
Cemy, 0�* cit*, p. 53.
10
Inckel "the formal principle of eschatology," viz. , that
the world at the end of the ages was described In terms of
the first creation out of the original chaos at the begin
ning*
Gressmann* a thesis has been subjected to powerful
criticism, notably by Sellln and Mowlnckel- Sellin declared
that neither the Babylonians nor the Egyptians had an escha
tologloal expectation, and that the texts to which Gressmann
6
appealed are not to be understood In this sense* Mowlnckel
likewise declared that "nmny important facts tell against this
theory, not least the fact that it has not been shown that
there is either the slightest trace of this supposed common
oriental eschatology, either in Babylonia and Assyria or in
Egypt *"^
Cemy pointed out that the removal of the diff ictilt
problem outside its geographical and national limits into one
of the surrounding co\intries would not solve the problem
unless there was found a solution of it there* He stated
ironically: "It is the same as if, e*g� in the theories
about the origin of life on the earth, we were to say that
the microscopic germs were brought down here from some other
H. Wheeler Robinson, Inspiration and Revelation in
the Old Tes tament (Oxford: Clarendon Press, ISl^b), p* 159 �
^ Mowlnckel, loo* oit*
unknown worlds tJsrough cosmic space."
11
Commenting on Gressmann �s theory of periodic cycles
Cerny said that it must be a speculative one, perhaps too
speculative to be a good starting point for those popular
hopes which were always much more iacnediate and closely
connected with everyday life than were the long views of
this theory:
The eschatology being derived from astrological obser
vation, and from the specixlations made upon it by the
priestly class, has attained the definite form of a
belief in universal catastrophes falling upon the world
repeatedly in periodic cycles; and it was diffused from
these narrow social circles among the common people. But
here it lost its original character of an elaborated
system, and in fragmentary form penetrated into Canaan,
where it started a fresh development, ^hen and only
then, after this long propagation could the evolution of
aueh a "acientifio" and speculative theory into its
eschatologloal application in popular hopea be imaginable.
But such a wide propagation, and we may say vulgariza
tion, of a strictly esoteric theory, limited to a small
circle of the priestly claaa, we cannot suppose J�yen for
Babylonia itself, where it must have originated.-*^""'
Gressmann *s theory also states the fra^entary char
acter of Hebrew eschatology. But whether this fragmentary
state of the prophetic descriptions and views of the final
condition of the world is due to the foreign origin of some
mythic or eschatologloal theory about tiie development of the
world is highly questionable. The fragmentary character in
itself is not evidence of the existence of such a theory.
Cerny, o�. oit., p. 55<
12
Cerny here raised a question concerning the existence of any
complete esohatological systems "Did Amos and his pre-exilic
successors know anything about such a systematic eschato-
12
logical theory as Gressmann supposes?"
III. MOWIHCKEL'S VIEW
As decisive against Gressmann' s theory, Mowlnckel
noted that "from the beginning Israel's future iiope had a
dominant idea which held misfortune and salvation together
13
in organic unity." That idea, according to him, was the
kingly rule of Yahweh. This was Mowinckel's fundamental
emphasis which was fully expressed in his famous theory that
there was in pre-exlllc Israel an annual festival of Yahweh 's
accession to His kingly throne ( IRironbesteigun^sfest ) . On
the basis of his detailed examination of the enthronement
Psalms�Psalms � 93 � 9$-100, in which the phrase "Yahweh
relgneth" (T&hweh Malakh) la properly to be translated
"Yahweh Is (now) become king"�he claimed that Yahweh �s
enthronement had been celebrated every year as the high point
of the autumnal festival known as the feast of Tabernacles.
However, the enthronement, according to Mowlnckel, was
the nucleus of an elaborate mythology, going back to the
Ibid., p. ia�
Mowlnckel, o�. cit., p. 128,
13
oroation and symbolically initiating the New Year. He
described the festival the following:
The natural basis of the festival was the approaching
rainy season in the autumn. The year was at an end? the
crops had been gathered in; the year's blessing was, so
to speak, used \5>. All vegetation was now withered; the
soil was biirnt dry and dead; brooks and springs were
empty; cattle began to suffer want on the pastiires. The
original state of chaos, before 'the Lord Yahweh sent
rain upon the earth' was about to return; the evil powers
with their 'curse' (death) were prevailing over life.
It was then that Yahweh came and revealed Himself, giving
Himself to His own and making Himself known by His mighty
acts. In and thro\agh the effectual rites of the cult,
in which God's coming and conflict were displayed in
dramatic symbolism. His appearance. His combat, and His
victory really took place. He engaged in conflict with
the powers of chaos, and defeated them as He did at the
beginning, crushing or chaining thou. He recreated the
world; and behold, soon afterwards the autumn rains came,
soaking the earth, watering its furrows, making it
fertile and productive. The God of life had triumphed
over the hostile powers of death and created the world
anew.
Even in the ancient Canaanite period this triumph
of the God of fertility and life was regarded as the
conflict of a king with his enemies, and his restoration
of his kingdoms the deity is king over the kingdom which
he himself has created. Israel transferred the same
thought to Yahweh. Yahweh comes to His people in the
festival. It is then that again and again He 'becomes
King' as is proclaimed by the enthroneiBent psalms which
belonged to this very festival. Re comes and triumphs
over all His enemies, over the sea, the dragon, and
death, as well as over historical enemies (the nations)
which are thought of as attacking His city, but as de
stroyed by Him outside the walls of Jerusalem (the myth
of the conflict with the nations). After the victory He
enters His palace, takes His seat on His throne, and
asstxmes the royal power, which is His though Death has
sought to usurp it. He sits in Judgement on His enemies,
destroys them, and exercises His absolute kingly sway for
the blessing and well-being of all creatures. He has now
reversed the fall. Life can begin anew at the point
where it began at Creation, before the wickedness of evil
powers and of men had corrupted all and forfeited the
Ik
blessing.
It Is to be noted that Mowlnckel equated the phrase,
"the Day of Yahweh," with the New Year's Festival on the
ground of alleged identity of content. He believed that
"'the day of Yahweh' originally means the day of Yahweh's
15
manifestation in the festal cult at the Mew Year festival,"
And as such it did not originally involve an esohatology.
For he stated:
Because on every day of Yahweh in the festival the
people experienced His coming, which gxaaranteed victory
over enemies, deliverance from distress, and the reali
zation of peace, good fortime, and favoxirable conditions,
therefore, whenever the people were in distress, they
would long for the coming days of Yahweh which would
bring the 'change of fortxme. '*^*'
He stressed that in no circumstance this could be called an
17
eschatology with a definite extent. In the framework of
his theory, "the cult la the primary element, the eschatology
18
the derived." It was derived only in later time when
Israel's adversities threw her hopes into the future. He
stated:
The appearance and enthronement of Yahweh means a
re-enactment of the events of primordial time: Creation}
victory over the deep, and dragons, and the power of
death; recreation of the cosmos, of blessing, of life�-
Ibid., pp. 159-11+0. Ibid., p. 152.
^
Ibid.
^'^ Ibid., p. 155.
18
Mowlnckel, Psalmenstudlen, II, p. 25I, cited by
Robinson, 0�. oit. , p7' li}.0�
15
-19
and of Israel."
Therefore, according to Mowlnckel, eschatology Is basically
20
"a reinterpretatlon of the mythology of primordial time."
Such was the construction of the theory pertaining to
the origin of esohatology as presented by Mowlnckel. The
theory is logical and Impressive to a certain extent, but in
the first place, one must question the existence of the Kew
Year's festival Itself. N. H. Snaith pointed out that even
if there had been such a festival In Old Israel (and this
has been suz^sed rather than proved), there has never been
produced except in one instance, one shred of evidence that
any of the Psalms, other than kl � ever been associated
21
with Tishri, or Indeed any of the festivals of Tishri.
Snaith keenly observed that "no theory has ever received
such a meastire of general approbation with so little critical
22
examination."
Psalm kj is one of the New Year psalms. Snaith stated
that it had been chosen because of the mention of the shofar,
that the blowing of the trumpets had been for remembrance and
Mowlnckel, He That Cometh, p. lk3�
20
ibia.
Norman H. Snaith, The Jewish Hew Year Festival,
(London: Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, I9I4.7),
p. 195.
Ibid.
16
not because of anything to do with the kingship of Yahweh,
and further that the introduction of the curved trumpet of
ram*s horn was comparatively late and followed the adoption
of the last of all the Readings from the Law which came to
25
be associated with the Festival. He pointed out the fact
that trumpets were blown on all sorts of occasions in the
ritual, and espeeially on the Sabbaths, and he cited Talmud
B. Shabb to show that six tznin^ets were blown to introduce
2k
the Sabbath.
So Snaith refuted the alleged connection of the
enthronement with the Hew Year's Festivals
It has to be said that apart from xcvl (for which,
see below) there has never been produced any direct evi
dence whatever which would connect any or all of these
psalms with the Hew Year Festival. The whole of what
evidence there is, is of that subjective kind which
seeks references to a problematic liturgy which Itself
is built up almost entirely from non-Palestinian sources.
No one who has ever sought to break new ground can fail
to realize that aueh a course is fraught with peril,
and without the greatest care serious and false deduo*
tlons may ensue. Our charge is that the whole of Mow
inckel's position in respect of these Coronation Psalms
has been built up independently of any definite evidence
either from the bid Testament or f^rom Jewish sources
generally.^
Actually the alleged connection of these Coronation
Paalma with the Harvest-New Year feast is confined to Psalm
Ibid*
^ Ibid.
Ibid* f P� 196 (not underlined in the original).
17
96. It comprl8�a the first of the reasons which Mowinckel
g&ve to support his contention of the existence of such an
26
Annual Feast after the Babylonian pattern. He holds that
the bringing up of the Ark by Solomon (I King 8) at the New
Year Feast was a repetition of what David did, and was
probably on the self-same day. Both these cermonies, Mow
inckel claimed, were in Chronicles brought into association
with the Coronation Psalms. However, Snaith pointed out
that there was no reference to any Psalm in the Chronicler's
story of Solomon's installation of the Ark, beyond the
statement that he gave thanks unto the Lord "for He is good,
for his mercy endureth forever" (II Chr- 5:13; 73 )� "If the
use of this phrase is evidence of the use of the Coronation
Psalms, then they were always b^ing used, and their use at
27
any New Year's Feast signifies nothing." On the contrary,
according to Snaith, the Coronation Psalms (93, 95-100) are
28
every one of the Sabbath Psalms in the Jewish litergles.
The Coronation Psalms 95, 95-99 <ieal with the En
thronement of Yahweh, the Judgement which He utters. His fight
with the gods of the Under-world. He is both King and Judge
because He Is Creator. Mowlnckel was on sotind ground in
Ibld�
Ibid., p. 197.
Ibid. , p. 200.
18
pointing out these, but, as Snaith noted, when he sou^t to
find the parallel in the Babylonian :i^th and ritual, he was
neglecting a source which was very near to hand,
131. C. ?riezen is convinced that Mowinckel's idea of
renewal of Yahweh's kingship every Year "can only b� under
stood against the background of a vegetative or astral-
29
mythological range of ideas." Further he argueds
The fact that not a single cultic text in tiie Old
Testament refers to such a feast Is fatal to Mowlnckel ^s
idea} if this feast has really been of central Importance
In the religion of Israel one would expect It to be
mentioned more clearly in the Old Testament. ...Yahweh's
life is not renewed, neither is His iCingshlp. The eter
nal element in Yahweh's Being is presupposed in the Old
Testament and so is the eternity of His rule. 50
Cex�ny analyzed Mowinckel's methodology and sharply
criticized it as eroneous:
It Is not so great a wonder "while going to India,
for a man to arrive Instead in America," if on� is already
on that place one is seeking. And Instead of leaving the
continent, he denies its true name and then, after merely
sailing along its seashores, he lands again on the same
place, giving it back its original name. For this is in
reality, what Mowlnckel does. Was it not the idea of the
"Thronbesteigung Jahwes," which Mowinckel took over from
Gressmann? Was it not a aeries of so called "Thronbes-
telgiing" Psalms, that suggested this idea to Gressmann,,
who gave it a place in his "weal-eschatology?" Was it not
the same series of "Thronbesteigung** Psalms to which
Mowlnckel denied their esohatological meaning and called
them cult fialms? And then "sailing" on his "ship" of
the lew Year's Festival along the shores of this "land"
Th. C. Vrlezen, An Outline of Old Testataent Theol'
ogy (Oxford: Basil BlackwelT, 195�), p. 182.
5^ Ibid,, pp. 182-183.
19
of cult drama he suddenly "discovered" his "new land" of
esohatological "Thronbesteigung Jahwes." Does not the
author here argue In a vicious circle ?$1
"Therefore," Cerny concluded, "this distinction between
the �cult� and the 'eschatologloal' Day of Yahweh is nothing
but the consequence of the erroneous method and should be
1.32
abandoned."
To S. B. Frost, however, this distinction was a great
advance on (hmkel-Gressmann, in that Mowlnckel did not
confuse the expression and the idea; cultic language was the
dress of eschatology but the cult was not Itself eschatolog-
35
ical. But it is still to be explained why Hebrew thought
was esohatological end adopted the cultic forms to express
the expectation of an Eno, when other peoples, having the
same myths and the same cult, had neither the thought nor the
adaptation. For Mowlnckel saw clearly what those of the
religionsgesohlchtliche Schule were curiously blind to� that
Hebrew eschatology was unique, and that therefore its origins
must be sought within the boundaries of Hebrew religion.
Here are found, however, two difficulties in Mowinc
kel's theory. The conception of a Hebrew festival of Yahweh's
enthronement, which provides the material of eschatology is
5^ Cerny, o�, cit. , pp.
52 Ibid., p. 1^,5.
55 Stanley Br ice Frost, Old Testament Apocalyptic
(London: The Spworth Press, 1�^7JJ p. 39.
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dependent on the idea of a divine kingship j and this annual
festival itself is an hypothetical reconstruction pure and
simple, compiled from the different sources scattered through
out the books of the Old Testament. On the other hand, it
was elaborated by Mowinckel from hia knowledge of the Baby*
Ionian akitu festival. Therefore the main idea and the form
of the Hew Year's festival must be considered as of foreign
orlj^in in th� Hebrew religion* Moreover the Idea of the
divine kingship is by no means original to the Israelites but
5k
is common to the whole ancient Semitic world*
In supposed answer to the question why the Hebrews
began to think eschatologically, Mowinckel turned to the decay
of the cult, and the weakening of its power over the minds of
35
men. He thought that as the spiritual power of the cult
declined, so the contrast between the transcendent truth of
Yahweh's victory and the hlatorical fact became more and more
evident. And then it was that men began to say: "This
victory and this judgment of Yahweh's are, it is true, not
yet,-�but they will be, soonJ" Thus, according to Mow
lnckel, eschatologloal thinking was born. Frost has agreed
with Mowlnckel when he affirmed that "while the cult mln-
tained its hold upon men's thinking, eschatologloal thought
3k
Cerny, o�. oit*, pp. k5-k6.
�'^ Frost, 0�. oit. , pp* 59-kO�
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could not arise; only in the mythological mother's death
could the esohatological child come to life. "56
However, such a phenomenon as the decay of the cult
is so general and common in any religion that it is hardly
possible to deduce from it the uniqueness of Hebrew eschatol
ogy. James Barr was right when he wrote;
It seems impossible that the Israelite eschatology
arose from disillusionment under the pressure of politi
cal deterioration and disaster, i^ich broke the mytholog
ical idealization of the status quo and forced saen's in
terest into the future. Mesopotamia and Egypt also had
their times of disaster but produced no eschatology;
thei^^mythology remained relatively stable through it
Therefore, there is still a question xinanswered by Mowinckel.
Cerny recognized this fact:
Why was it that the Israelites alone, from their cult,
ritual, liturgies, and myths, connected with the New
Year's Festival, which they had in common with other con
temporaneous nations, developed this singular and unique
doctrine as eschatology, whereas the other nations did
nothing of the aort?5o^
Barr has maintained that while mythology in the usixal
sense of the near East is opposed to eschatclogy, cult as
such is not. 59 The fimctional idea of the cult, where the
5^ Frost, "Eachatology and Myth," Vetua Testamentum,
II (Jan., 1952), 72.
57 James Barr, "The meaning of 'mythology' in relation
to the Old Testament," Vestus Testamentum, IX (Jan., 1959)�
p. 9.
5�Gerny, op. cit. , p. k6.
39Barr, Ibid.
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cult stabilized society by reproducing the primeval divine
event, was checked In Israel by the imderstanding of the
transcendance of God, evidenced in the Exodus and contradic
ting a slii^jle harmony picture of God and the world. As Barr
stressed, there is no reason to think that the Israelite
cult from David's time was dominated by static and therefore
antl-escha tological features.
Julian Morgenstein developed his own modification of
the thesis, whioh remained substantially alwaya the same: the
Itey of Yahweh originally was the great autumnal feast on New
Year's Day-^ According to hims
in its ultimate origins the concept reached back far
beyond this to Phoenician and North Semitic, &n& even to
general loythological and religious concept, belief, and
practice of early Semitic agricultural peoples, to the
great struggle at the very beginning of existence, the
first New Year's Day, the struggle and victory of light
over darkness, of good over evil, of Marduk over Tiamat,
of Aleyan Baal over Mot, of life over death, of resur
rection and renewed life over eternal negation of exist
ence in the dark and deep nether-world. This basic idea
was general among agricultural Semitic peoples.**^
But with this explanation of the Day of Yahweh, one
Is lost in "general Semitic n^thological and religious con
cept, belief, and practice." The whole picture of prophetic
conception of the Day of Yahweh is flattened and has become
Barr, Ibid. , pp. 8-9.
Cerny, 0�. cit., pp. 47-^8.
^ Ibid., p. 48.
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melted in generalities* Cerny displayed his keen observa
tion when he said:
And to the prophets, who after all elaborated this
whole doctrine, is left only the change of name of the
national god* Where other nations have spoken about
Sferduk, Aleyan Baal, etc*, the prophets speak about
Yahweh* Where then Is gone creative originality and
national individuality so especially s trong among the
IsraelitesW
Here the point has been reached where the question of
the uniqueness of Hebrew eschatology and its origin must be
reconsidered* Proa this survey of modern theories it is
clear that they have all failed to give a sufficient answer*
Little or no attention has been paid by them to the funda
mental and essential factor, namely, the content of the Old
Testament feitti as a unified whole* It is the conviction of
the writer that there is no explanation of the unlcnieness of
Hebrew eschatology apart from her unique faith* The answer
must be sought in the very nature of IsMellte faith* As
John Bright pointed out, "Israel's faith m&a strongly esoha
tological in orientation, because history Itself was to the
Hebrew mind eschatologically orientated: it was guided to a
destination by God* And tails gave to the Israelite a robust
confidence in the future*"^ Therefore, the writer has come
to agree with the view of E* J* Young that the esohatological
Ibid*, p, 49*
^ John Bright, The Kingdom of God (Nashville, Abingdon
Press, 1955)* P� 29*
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hope of Israel Is to be explained as "the result of a spe
cial, unique divine revelation. "^5 it was to the prophets
that God made His revelation of His will. Because of this
revelation they had a diaoernment of the divine purpose in
history. Hence, Amos said, "surely the Lord God does noth
ing, without revealing his secret to his servants the proph
ets" (Amoa 3t7). Therefore, it is only through the under
standing of prophetic message and faith that one can come to
an adequate understanding of this problem of eschatology.
^5 J. Toung, Review of "Het Boek de Prediker (Com-
mentar op het Oude Testament" by G. Ch. Aalders, in The
Westminster Theological Journal, XI. (May, 19k9)> 19^7^
CHAPTER III
PROPHETIC FAITH AS A BASIS FOR
UNDERSTANDING ESCHATOLOGY
Prophetic eachatology can never be properly understood
apart from the propheta * basic faith. An eschatologloal hope
of the prophets became an expreaalon of their faith as the
hidden secret of God's purpoae for eternity was revealed to
them by Him. In this chapter, two fundamental, constitutive
factors of prophetic faith, which the writer believes are
basic to prophetical understanding of eschatology, are dis
cussed. They are (I) Prophetic View of God as the Lord of
History; and (II) Prophetic Palth of Covenant and Election.
I. PROPHETIC VIEW OF GOD AS THE LORD OP HISTORY
Ludwig Koehler observed that Old Testament was a
document of revelation whose main aubject from beginning to
end was history.^ Of thirty-nine books, fourteen are pure
history books: and to these could be added the books of
Jonah and Ruth. In all the prophetic writings, and even in
the apocalyptic writings of the book of Daniel, history Is
the subject; so also in the book of Lamentations and in a
large number of the Psalms. The Song of Songs, the book of
Ludwig Koehler, Old Testament Theology (London:
Lutterworth Press, 1957), p. $2.
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Proverbs, and Job are the only possible exceptions and the
book of Ecclealastes Is doubtful. Therefore, Koehler em
phatically declared that "the Old Testament knows only a God
who is active in history. "^ j. Gresham Machen put it as
follows: "The centre and core of all the Bible is history.
Everything else that the Bible contains is fitted into an
historical framework and leads up to an historical climax.
The Bible is primarily a record of events. "^ xt is in this
manner that the great saving events of Old Testament histoi^y
are presented. "I am the LORD thy God, which brought thee
out of the land of Egypt, out of the house of bondage" (Ex.
20s2). 1. J. Young likewise has pointed out the Importance
of history as follows i
It is necessary today to stress the Importance of
history. Remove from it its historical basis and there
la not true Christianity- For the Christian religion
is fotmded squarely upon certain things which God did
in history. Remove from it Its historical basis and .
there can be no true study of Old Testament theology
Then there comes up a question to one's mind, "What
is history?" Voltair derided it as "a record of crimes and
Ibid.
3 J. Gresham Machen, "History and Palth," The
Princeton gieologlcal Review XIIII (July, 1915) cited by E.
J. Young, The Study of Old Testament Theology Today (West-
wood, New Jersey: Fleming H. Revell Company, 1959) � P�15�
k- Young, Ibid. , p. 31,
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mlsfort\jnea." Hegal brooded over It as "the concrete jaanl-
festations of the absolute Idea." Hartley Coleridge shud
dered at "the tale of bloodshed" which seemed to him to
constitute the history of Israel .5 But the fundamental
concept of history has been given to us by Greek science.
Prom Thucydldes to Toynbee the common and connecting assump
tion has been that history la a rational, intelligible con
tinuity, an integrated nexus or concatenation, operating in
a unified world, capable of investigation and illumination
by the historical method.^ However, the Greeks, in spite of
their scientlfi� exactitude, failed to develop a philosophy
of history. Berdyaev discerned that "Ko philosophy of his
tory could arise among th� Greeks on account of tiieir cosmo-
centrlc way of looking at the world. "7 To them, human
history was a subordinate part of the cosmic process; the
meaning of human existence was revealed in its cyclic move
ment of cosmic life; their view of the world was its static,
and they Interpreted the world as primarily in space.
' James Strahan, God in History (London: James & Clark
Company, n.d,), p. 25*
Erich Dinkier, "Earliest Christianity," The Idea of
in the Ancient Hear East, ed. by Robert C. DentanT^New
lavens Yale University Press, 1955), p. 172.
Nicolas Berdyea^,The Beginning and the End (New York:
Harper & Brothers Pub., 195?T, pT l9B.
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There are, according to Herberg,^ fundamentally three
ways in which man has attempted to understand himself, to
establish hia being, and to relate himself to what is ulti
mate. First, there is the way of heathenism. Heathen man
sees reality as ne ture ? nature is the context in which
heathen man strives to understand himself and establish the
meaning of hia existence. The reality of hia being is the
"nature" in him. Heathenism is at bottom total immanence,
a pimal mity of the divine nature and man. Secondly, there
ia the outlook which is characteristic of the tradition of
Greek philosophy and Oriental mysticism. Here it is not
nature which ia ultimate and really real� though it is often
spoken of as in some sense divine�but th� tlmelessly eternal
behind nature. A sharp dualism of appearance and reality is
basic to this vi�w. Human self-realization becomes essen
tially the extrication of the self from nature and time
(body) and its elevation to the timeless realm of spirit.
'Kairdly, there is biblical faith. In biblical faith, nature
is real and time no illusion, since they are the creation of
Gods this is the biblical witness against the spiritualistic
devaluation of the natural and temporal. Yet though real,
they are not self-subsistent or ultimate, since they look to
God as their creators here biblical faith takes its stand
^ Will Herberg, "Biblical Palth as Hellsgeschichte,"
Christian Scholar, XXXIX ( viarch, 1956), pp. 25-27.
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against heathen Immanent Ism. In exactly the same way,
biblical faith refuses to dissolve man into nature, as does
heathenism or into timeless spirit, as is the effort of so
much of philosophy and mysticism. In biblical faith, man is
understood as a psychophysical unity, really and truly part
of nature, yet transcending it by virtue of his "spirit",
his freedom, his self-awareness , his capacity to get beyond
and outside of himself, by virtue of the "image of God" in
which he is made, l^is conception makes it possible, for
the first time, to understand man as a genuinely personal
and historical being. Heathen man pursues his life in nature
below the level of history; Greek-Oriental man aspires to
escape from history into the realm of timeless eternity.
"Biblical" man, on the contrary," Herberg discerned, "seeing
human existence as essentially historical, strives to redeem
history, though realizing that it is not In his time or by
his hand that ^e work can be completed."^
There can be no history where there is no expression
of the will of personality and character. History is formed
only where there is a purposive will actively at work to
achieve that purpose. Therefore, "there ia no history in
nature." Accordingly there is no growth of faith which is
based upon history among nature-worshipping religion. No
9 Ibid., p. 27,
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true MstorlOAl thought will come out of a world-view which
la solely based upon nature. In Pantheism there Is only
metempsychosis, namely a concept of cycles of times, and no
history. This may be the reason why the Greeks did not
have a clear understanding of the meaning of history. Their
religion Is mythological and not his tor leal, But the
Hebrews were the first people in the ancient world to have
a sense of history. They were thus the first to conceive of
God as a God of history, manifesting himself on the stage of
time and controlling the destiny of men and nations. Accord
ing to their word-view, this world is made and moved by a
single divine and personal Will and plan. At least, it was
hardly possible to think of even a fragment of their nation's
history apart from such transcending Will. It was the debar
(word) that conveyed God's will and made it known. The
dibir'^^ia not only an expression of God's will but also a
dynamic power to realize it. God's will is shown as debar
In time and Is realized. It was the prophets of Israel who
Junichi Asano, Iheology of the Israel Prophets
(Tokyo: Sohbimsha, 1956)* P� 155*
H The difference between th� Hebrew word and Greek
word must be noted. The Hebrew dabar is to push out forward
that which is behind, and here a" "motion" is suggested. But
th� Greek logos ia to gather, give an order, straighten, and
think in its etymological meaning. Thus the former h&k to do
with motion, the latter reason; th� former is dynamic, the
latter static. It can also be said that the former takes up
time, the latter is spacious. Of. Asano, Ibid. , pp. 12-15.
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appealed with such a world-view or historical view most
clearly and strongly as their assurance. Therefore it is
neither nature nor man that takes a leading role of the
drama on the stage of this world of reality hut it is God
who transcends both nature and man and creates and controls
them. God creates history and controls it by His dabar. �^'^
It Is to be noted, however, that the word "history"
does not occur in the Old Testament. The Hebrews were not
versed in expressing any abstract idea, and h�ice they had
neither the word "nature" nor the word "history." They
simply expressed it by the phrase dlbar^ hayyijaiia (lit.,
words or: matters of days). Therefore, the way of presenting
the problem of the Old Testament concept of history may be,
as Hempel has said, th� one which falls into "a danger of
stteraptlng erroneously to Interpret philosophically the
totally unphilosophlcal idea. "^5
It la not to be asserted that all history gives a
satisfying knowledge of God or embodies Hia will. But what
th� Old Teatament repeatedly maintains is that God came to
men through the events of history to reveal His nature and
His will. That which was fundamental to the religion of
12 Ibid., p. 135.
15 J. Hempel, Pas A. T. und Geschlchte (Gutersloh,
1930), S. 9 cited by Siaho, tbiaTT pp. 13b-l39�
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Israelites lay in the view that the will of the Holy God is
shown by hia dabiTr and realized in history and therefore
history and revelation are in an inseparable relationship.^^
History, however, is not made of events alone. It is
when a meaning is found in a matter that the matter becomes
historical. Ihen what makes the meaning in the Old Testament?
The aim of its historical description is not a detailed and
accurate description of events. Its central attention is
upon an interpretation of events rather than a description
of events themselves. Events become history only when they
are given meanings. "Th� Old Testament is a clear example
of the priority of th� interpretation of history over its
presentation. "-^5 Then what was that Interpretation in the
case of the Old Teatament? According to the sacred writers,
all th� �vents which take place in Israel and the world take
place according to th� will of Ood and His power. Behind
all the movements of history a single, transcending, personal
Will is working, and the existence of such Will was conceived
as Yahweh. "The leading spirit for the understanding of
history in the Old Testament was that It is not man but 0od
1^ Asano, Ibid. , p. I58.
�^5 Edmond Jacob, Theology of the Old Testament (lew
York: Harper and Brothers Publlsh�r87~r95BT, p. li%.
16 Aaano, op.ocit. , p. 1^2.
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that controls events. "^7 Actually the Old Testament is much
less interested In history as a process than in history as
the sphere of meeting or encounter between God and man.
This is why men had to wait till the Greeks were ready to
take up th� task before there was a beginning of something
like scientific history, though the Hebrews made a much
profounder contribution than the Greeks did to what has come
rightly or wrongly to be known as the philosophy of history.-
It must be remeisbered here that regardless of the question
of philosophy of history in the Old Testament, it remains as
an mahakabl� fact that the Israelites lived in what is
called historical raallty.
Faith in th� rule and guidance of the only God who is
Holy is the basis of the historical consciousness of the
Israelites? therefore they could not think of history apart
from their faith. ^9 �To the Old Testament, history is a
problem of faith. "^O And at the same time they cotild not
think of faith apart from their history. Thus "the Old
^7 Ibid.
iQ Norman W. Portaous, "'Ctie Old Testament and Some
Theological Thought-Porma", Scottish Journal of Theology,
XII (June, 1954)* P. 163-
Asano, loc. cit.
20 A. Weiser, Glaube und Geschlchte im A. T. ,
(Stuttgart, 1951 )� S. 19 elte5~by Aaano, IblH'. , p7 114.5.
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Testament faith becomes a problem of history, "^1 yji�
message biblical faith proclaims, the judgments It pro
nounces, the salvation It promises, the teachings It communi
cates are all defined historically and understood as his
torical realities, rather than as timeless struotiUE�es of
ideas or values. As Will Herberg noted,
Dehistorloizlng biblical faith ia like paraphrasing
poetry; something called an "idea content" remains, but
everything that gave power and significance to the
original is gone. Biblical faith is faith enacted as
history, or it is nothing at all.^*
What the Old Teatament is Intending to teach is not so muoh
the oblective knowledge of history as the meaning which re
lates to facts. Why does Oonesia tell much in detail about
Abraham, Jacob, and Joseph? It is not because of the
sociological and ethnological Interest concerning the origin
of the Hebrews J it is intending to tell what kind of faith
they had and what kind of deeds they have done. The Old
Testament is shewing to men that it is neither the power of
nstTire nor th� will of rraan but God Himself that moves history.
And It is the Hebrew propheta who stress this matter.
Thus, according to th� Hebrew prophets, this world is
not a mere process of chance happenings by a blind force,
or a mere chance of related occurences, but It is a world
21 Asano, Ibid. , p, li+ii-�
22 Herberg, 0�. cit. , p. 25.
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xiltlmately designed and directed by the will and purpose of
God. They pointed out divine action In the whole drama of
history fearlessly. "Hence they appealed to the past, in
terpreted the present, and predicted the future in the name
of God, for to them the history of Israel and of the world
was a vehicle of revelation.
In the history of Old Testament, as Strahan has
pointed out, "no divine doctrine was ever communicated to
Israel as an abstract idea no conception was ever thought
out speculatively! every vital truth comes to \xs bearing the
marks of God's action in seeking God."^^ "Hebrew literatiire
forms a preclo\i8 library, but God's aelf-revelation was, in
the first instance, made in action, not in writing. "^5 His
power, wisdom, righteousness, patience, and love are all
lanfolded in His dealings with Israel as a nation and with
individuals. The oracle "l^us saith the Lord" always intro
duces some declaration of what he has done, is doing or is
about to do among men. Strahan observed:
In historical crises He is not a God afar off, but
thrllllngly near, and his character is revealed, as man's
personality is formed, in 'the stream of life. ' He is
23 ITlrloh E. Simon, A Theology of Salvation (London:
3, P.O.K. , 1953)� pp. 68-69."
2I4. Strahan, 0�. cit., pp. 15-16.
25 Ibid. , p. 16.
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not the Dweller in the inneraioat, the changeless
Absolute, but the llxjng God who has visited nrdredeemed His people.*^"
^History is no mere story of human activity to be
viewed, dissected, and described as one would analyse
mathematical statistics. It is the arena of the creative
activity of the living, righteous, holy God."^? Therefore
all th� propheta Interpreted history from the standpoint
of God. Amoa named a number of effects which all point to
their auffioient cause, and said as a culminating word,
"Does evil befall a city, unless the Lord has done it?"
(Amos 3i6). H� interpreted a whole series of recent
disasters, famine, drought, blasting and mildew, pestilence
and the sword, and earthqimke, as all due to th� direct
activity of Yahweh. They are disciplinary penaltiea in
tended to bring repentance} "Yet ye have not returned unto
me, aaith Yahweh" la the repeated refrain (Amos J4.:6-ll).
So, even beyond the borders of Israel, it is Yahweh's judg
ment that falls on Moab for the wrong don� to Mom, and it
is Yahweh's hand that controls the movements of the peoples:
"Have not I brought up Israel out of the land of Egypt end
the Philistines from Gaphtor and the Syrians from Kir?"
26 Ibid.
27 0. E. Wright, Challenge of Israel's Faith (Chicago:
The University of Chicago Press, 1^5), p. 39.
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(2:1-5; 9s7).
"It la thia theocentrlclty that alone explains the
peoiillar detachment and conaequent Intensity of the proph
eta. "28 Sherwood Eddy29 observed that Amos struck the key
note for all the prophets on that great day for religion
when at Bethel, about f^O B.C., he chanted before the vast
aaaembly the funeral aong of larael: "fhe virgin of Israel
ia ffidlen" (Amoa 5^2). The Eternal 'a demand of righteoua-
neas la universal} He la the God of the whole earth, ^ftiere
had been nothing approaching aueh a philoaophy of hia tory
in Ur, Egypt, Greece, or Rome.
In the propheta therefore ia fottnd an ideal compre-
henalon of God aa the Lord of Hia tory. Ihere Ilea the
hi^^eat trueat conception of the meaning of history. Edmond
Jacob recognized that history provides faith with Ita ob
jects* He pointed out that the most ancient confession of
faith recorded in ttie book of Deuteronomy (Deut. 26: ^tt)
was a piarely historical credo to which any metaphysical
affirmation about God ia foreign. 5^ John Marsh thought
that the Hebrewa had derived their concept of history from
28 Robinaon, 0�. oit., p. 126.
29 Sherwood Eddy, God in History (New York: Assoca
tion Press, 19k7), PP. lOk-105.
50 Jacob, loc. cit.
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the history of their deliverance from Egypt. 5^ The prophets
were ardent proclalmers of this Mosaic faith. Ihen the
faith of Israelites degenerated, the prophets pointed to
this Exodus event again and again (Amoa 5$1; Hosea llsl).
It signified God's covenant relationship with Israel In Hia
aovereign will and grace. And thia waa at the hasia of
their prophetic faith and their unique view of hi a tory
through and through*
Thua, to the prophets, history was not a mere con
tinuity of hUQUin drama without any purpoae, hut it was a
movement directed toward a goal of salvation. It is not
only God's will that is to be found in history; there ia an
operation of contrary purposea and powers oppoaing God.
Hia tory ia marked by rebellion against God and denial of His
original design. Therefore history must be redeemed from
the conflict of God's righteousness and man's sin. Thua
history ia directed toward that goal of God's eachaton the
fulfillment of salvation. I�llje pointed out that "from the
point of view of the end the plan of God for history becomes
Intelligible, but in this way alone, and in no other. "52
The propheta knew the secret of history because they knew
31 John Marsh, The Fulness of Time (Mew YorkJ Harper
& Brothers Pt^bliahera ,15^2?, p. i\J7
52 Hanns Lllje, The Last Book of Bible
(Philidelphiai Muhlenberg Press, 195777 P� iK*
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its end. But, as Jooz observed, all history means suspense:
"all over history is invisibly written 'not y�t.�"35 God's
eaohaton must be expected and waited for. Jocz stressed that
the prophetic vision of imiversal bliss was not a poetic
phantasy but a promise by God who is faithful and true. He
stated: "Eschatology is the vindication of God's promises j
it is th� successful conclusion of the human drama in which
God has th� last word. "54 Thus the prophetic view of history
was eschatologloal in its basic orientation, for history
must be told eschatologically if it has a positive and ulti
mate meaning.
The proph�tio view of God as the Lord of history
cannot be understood apart from th� prophets' monotheism.
However, the prophets w�r� not th� creators of monotheism.
The writings of th� prophets nowhere justify the conclusion
thet tiiese m�n look�d upon thms�lves as introducing a new
doctrine. On the contrary, they always referred to things
already known to the people; they only demanded that the
peopl� should adhere to Yahweh, whose will was already known
to them. Ihus Hosea said, "Yet I am Jehovah thy God from
the land of Egypt; and thou shalt know no god but me, and
35 Jakob Jocz, A Iheology of fflaction (Few York; The
Macmillan Company, 195H), p. 77.
54 Ibid., p. 192.
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besides ae there Is no savior" (Hosea 13:4), Vrlezen was
right when he pointed out that "the story of David, and even
the Song of Deborah, are Incomprehensible without the recog
nition of the belief in one God whose word is decisive in
larael and in the world. "35 Further, he thought that the
fact that Yahweh never had a female counterpart was of great
fimdamentftl value t
The Hebrew language does not even have a native word
for goddesal To the Israelite mind this idea mxist,
therefore, have been an Intrinsic contradiction. The
uniqueness of Yahweh may be ccmsldered as the central
dogma of Mosalam. Only thia doctrine la in harmony with
the holiness, majesty, and jealousy attributed to
Yahweh. ^b
A number of scholars have recently drawn attention to
passages in the book of Amos which display hymnic form. 37
The first passage Is usually recognized in l|.sl3:
For, lo, he that forms the mountains, and
creates the wind,
and declarea to man what is hia thought;
who make a the morning darkneas,
and treada on the heights of the earth�
the Lord, the <^od of hosts, is his namel
The theme of the verse centers in "Yahweh God of Hosts"
whom larael la about to meet. The verse sings praise of him
35 Vrlezen, An Outline of Old Teatament Theology, op.
cit., pp. 178-179.
36 Ibid,
57 John D. Watta, "An Old Hymn Preserved in the Book
Amoa," Journal of Hear Eastern Studies, XV (Jan., 1956), p. 34-
aa Creator and Lord of creation. It has been suggested that
"Hosts" Indicate the various powers known to the ancient
world, demons dwelling In mountains and wind. In dawn end
darkness, and that the verse like the Name which crowns it
ainga Yahweh' a authority and power over all of them. 5�
Whether this Interpretation is correct or not, one thing la
certain that the theme of Yahweh' a authority and greatneas
ia aung in terma of creation and Ita control by nature's
triumphant Lord. It is significant that Amos presented God
as the Creator. He knew that the whole of the world was
entirely dependent upon the living God, the Creator. The
faith in God as the Creator of the world did not place the
Creator Himself outside the world but alao realized Hia con
nection with the world. The theology of creation has a vital
connection with eachatology aa well aa with the hlatory of
aalvatlon. Creation Itaelf la an eachatologlcal act of God.
He who created will also redeem. He ia Otaiega as well as
Alpha. Creation gave a starting point to history with the
purpoae of redemption. Because of thia vital connection
with the history' of salvation the Creator Himself does not
become an unknown Being without any distinctive qualities,
which can no longer be known. In Amos 4il2, Amos declared
an urgent appeal of God: "Therefore thus I will do to you.
58 1-2 Id. , p. 35,
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prepare to meet yoiir Ood, 0 Israeli" Then, he went on to
describe the mighty creative acta of God In 4il5 as It has
been cited. Ihls verse la used as a sort of basis of the
climactic statement of verse 12. Amos there not only de
clared thet God th� Creator waa mightily at work but also
stressed that H� was the Creator and He waa working now
directing th� course of history toward His definite goal.
Therefor�, on this basia he urged the people to prepare for
God* a eachatologlcal event which was aoon to take place In
Hia mighty raanlfeatation.
The second passage la found in ^tSt
He who made the Pleiades and Orion,
and turns deep darkness into the morning,
and darkens the day into night,
who calls for the watora of th� sea,
and pours them out upon the surface of the earth,
the Lord ia hia name.
This verse tells God 'a control of heavenly bodiea, sequence
of day and night, and rain. Th� point of the hymn Is to
stress Yahweh's oomplet� control of all those coamlc �l�m�nt8
which were often held to possess separate powers offering the
lives and well being of th� peoples. 59
The final passage is found in 9:5-6:
The Lord, GOD of hosts,
he who touches th� earth and it melts,
and all who dwell in it mourn.
55 Ibid., p. 57
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and all of it rises like the Nile,
and sinks again, like the Nile of Egypt;
who builds his upper chambers in tdie heavens,
and founds his vault upon the earth;
who calls for the waters of the sea,
and pours them out upon the surface of the earth�
the Lord is his name.
This hymn also tells about Yahweh's cosmic control. He is
the Lord of all. His decisions are sealed in heaven beyond
the influence of earthly ritual, and He himself will carry
them out. It is He who calls for water from the sea to
slake earth's thirst, none other than Yahweh. John D. W.
Watts observedt
No room is left for the recognition of an Intermediate
being acting in Jahweh's service. He himself is not only
supreme Lord, but He is the only supernatural power con-
troling all these things. Thia is radical Jahwism in the
clearest expression possible, denying the existence or
power of all the forces known to Canaanite and kindred
religions. Jahweh stands supreme and alone, independent
of ritual, gracious in intent, revealing his purposes
to men, deamnding only to be honestly sought in worship,
but prepared to wreak awful judgment upon those refus
ing hia invitation. All this is what the. singer under
stood by the name, "Jahweh God of Hosts. "^0
Thus at the baaia of Amoa' message there was his firm
belief in the absolute and complete sovereignty of Yahweh
over all nature and history, which is also basic to all the
prophets. On such a baaia aa this Amoa could proclaim the
meaaage of Yahweh, the creator and the Lord of hlatory.
God's revelation of Hia redei^tive activity in ' ahar^th waa
40 Ibid. , p. 39
mad� upon thia fomidatlon of basic prophetic faith.
II, FRQPHEfIC FAITH OP GO?EMANT AMD ZLECTIOM
Covenant. It goes without saying that the Old
Testament religion is a religion of the Old Covenant.
Covenant is the moat fundamental concept of the Old Teata
ment, and apart from ita undera tending, the Old Testament
religion cannot be rightly imderstood. Eichrodt recon
structed and presented the whole theolo^ of th� Old Teata
ment around the idea of covenant. Indeed, one cannot paaa
over the fundamental concept, that �od bears a special re
lationship to Hia people, a relationship appropriately
designated by the words "covenant" and "election!'" Thus
Eichrodt stressed?
Only when we fully recognize the centrallty of thia
conviction In th� faith of Israel do we grasp the true
inwardness of biblical teachings, which not only convey
the teaching of God but also bear witness to the acts
of God, through which a new reality makes Itself felt
in history* In this way we learn to see the world of
early Israel, the age of the Prophets, and the period
of postexllic Judaism in a new light, standing not only
in logical, but also in living relajtionshlp to th�
divine act of revelation in Christ.*^
It is in this way that one comes to a new light In under
standing the problem of eschatology.
B, Davie Hapier observed that almost �very recorded
utterance of the �lghth-centuj?y prophets (Atios, Hosea,
hi Eichrodt, 0�, cit. , pp, 207-208.
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Isaiah, Mieah) took its meaning and relevance from the con
cept of covenant.42 it was everywhere presupposed, even
though the word covenant was not used very frequently (Amos
once: 1:9; Hosea 5 times: 2:l8, 6:7, 8:1, 10:4, 12:1;
Isa. 4 times: 24:5# 28:15,18, 55:8; Micah: none). Napier
supposed that these four prophets, at least believed that
the term as commonly employed was misused, abused, distorted
in meaning. He aayst
In the popular \mderstanding of the covenant, Israel
is unqualifiedly guaranteed a happy and speedy issue
out of all her difficulties. The prophets apprehended
a vaster and more profound covenant purpose and covenant
obligation. The covenant will ultiiaately issue in
Yahweh's, not Israel's glory; and if Israel ia oblivious
to her own obligations under covenant, she will come
under a historical judgnent the more sever� because of
her peculiarly Intimate relationship with Yahweh (so
Amos 5:2).^3
It is not certain whether they purposely avoided the term or
not; but this much Is certain that they had a deeper under
standing of the covenant-relationship. Hence Asano has
suggested that this Infrequent use of the term perhaps shows
that they understood th� significance of covenant, more
clearly than others (priests, legialatora, �tc.) did, aa the
historical relationship between Yahweh and His people.
42 B. Davie Napier, From Faith to Faith ^New York:
Harper & Brothers Publishers, 1955), p. ifT*
^3 Ibid.
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In order to understand the prophetic faith it is
important to know the meaning of th� word "covenant". The
bsi^th occiirs 285 times in the Old Testament and in the
Septuagint is rendered 257 times a 3 diatheke. But the
etymology of the word is not clear. The Hebrew ber'^th is
taken by Gesenlus to mean primarily "a cutting" or dividing
animals in two, and passing between the parts in ratifying
a covenant (Gen. 15: Jer. 34:18, 19).^^ Professor Lee made
th� proper signification of the word "an eating together,?
or "banquet" because among the Orientals to eat together
amounts almost to a covenant of friendship.46 H. w.
Robinaon suggested ''soraothlng binding" as the moat probftble
etymology of berith*47
Whatever the etyisology of th� word may be, when used
in the specific biblical sense the use of the word is always
theological, expressing th� covenant relationship between
Yahweh and larael. Covenant in this sense is expressed as
the following: "I will take you for my people, and I will
hk Aaano, o�. cit. , p. 77.
^5 Ssjauel W, Barnm, ed. , Smith] s Comprehensive
Dlotionar-y of the Bible (New YorkVD. Apple ton and Co.,
TBTfTTpT-l?!?.
46 Ibid.
47 Robinson, o�. cit., pp. 153-I54.
be your God; and you shall know that I am the Lord your God,
who has bro\ight you out from \mder the b'ordens of the
Egyptians" (ex. 6:?). It may be said that tiiis relationship
in which Yahweh is the ^od of Israel and Israel His people
is the whole content of the covenant idea. And being as
such this covenant relation is thought of as established by
Yahweh; in the Old i-es tament Yahweh is always the subject
of the verb uaed to Indicate the concluding of the cove
nant. This clearly shows that Yahweh and Israel are not
coequal partners: everything originates with Yahweh. It is
He who states the terms of the covenant. By concluding the
covenant with Israel Yahweh enters into communion with this
people. Thus Vrlezen emphasized that the Hebrew word berith
means something like "bond of communion"; a covenant means,
as it were, a circle enclosing both partners, not so much
a "limitation" as a being brought together into an intimate
relationship.49
According to many modern treatments of the covenant,
Yahweh's covenant relationship with Israel was established
at Sinai- But 1. J. Young carefully observed that the
"particular manifestation or administration of a covenant
48 Vrlezen, An, Outline of Old Testament Theology, op.
cit. , p. i4i�
49 Ibid.
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at Sinai ia not the most fundamental covenant of whioh th�
Old TestaiMjnt speaks. "^O He streaaed that "the covenant of
Sinai waa only an adminia tration of a covenant which was
already in existence. "51- According to Young, the firat
�vid�nofi of th� e^tabliahment of a covenant with man ia
found in the firat recorded worda of God to man, namely
Oeneaia 2�52 ij^^ book of Hoaea tails about th� cov�nant
of Adam: "They lik� Adam have tranagreaaed the cov�nant"
(Hoaaa 6:7)* �(Though it muat be mentioned that the correct
reading of thia paaaag� in th� H�brew t�xt is uncertain.
The Hebrew 'adam may mean "m�n" as in K.J.V. ) in 6�n�aia
2, God truly entered into oovenant with unfalien Adam but
tragically he tranagressed the covenant. But God alao
drew near to man in his fallen state and again entered into
covenant, a covenant which was designed to bring to man life
and salvation through a Hedeemer- Thus covenant cannot be
undera tood apart from the proper und�ratanding of the d�-
v�lopm�nt of the plan of aalvatlon, and it ia th� protoe*
vangelium that aarvea aa the baaia for auoh undaratanding.
And at the aame tim�, rightly to landeratand th� proto�van-
g�lium on� muat alao not� the reality of aln. And thia ain
50
op. cit
51 Ibid.
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" Young, The Study of Old Testamant 'Rigology Today,
. , p. 64..
Ibid. , p. 65.
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was essantlally rebellion against God. The Hebrew word
pesha' at first belonged to the political, not the cultic
sphere, and signified rebellion. Yet it came, especially
in the mouth of the prophets, to be the strongest word for
sin. 55
Young observed that the protoevangelium is the first
administration of the covenant of grace. "In this prediction
there is an intimation of the fact that �od has already de
termined upon the salvation of His people. "54 Therefore,
an eaeha tological hope of restoration ia not aomething which
later arose in larael aomewhat aa a reaction a^inat ex
isting oonditdona. Rather, it had ita aeed already in the
protoevangelium aa a revelation from God in the form of
Messianic prophecy.
Election. The doctrine of election ia inaeparable
from the covenant of grace. Galling atated that "election
ia covenant. "55 Aaano auggeata that if covenant ia a legal
expreaalon between Yahweh and Hia people, it may be aald
of election that it ia a historical expreaalon of the aame
relationahip. 56
55 Ibid., p. 70.
54 Ibid., p. 76.
55 K. Galling, Die ErwahlunisitgaditlOBen Israels,
(Berlin, 1928) S. 54, oITea by AaaSo, op. ctFTr p. 155.
56 Aaano, ibid.
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There are various words used in the Old Testament
to express the Idea of election. The technical term to
designate the fact of election is the verb hahar, which ex
presses a choice among several poasihilltles . The main idea
expressed by the root bahar ia that of free immotivated
choice. 57 The particular aspects and the deep motives of
thia election are made explicit with the help of other
roota, each of which bringa out in full one of the parti
cular aspects of the election: qara ' bringa out the idea
of the call? qanih that of belonging; hibdil that of aepa-
ration; hiqdiah that of aetting apart^ and finially yada ' ,
which ahowa that the election ia accompanied by intereat and
aolicitude for thoae who are ita object. 5^ Thia laat word
yada 'meana subjective recognition rather than objective
cognition, and it la an active knowledge. 59 it ia "to have
an intercourae." Vrlezen felt that the word "intercourae"
waa an excellent rendering of relationahip between God and
man.^0 Aaoa 3:2 la found thia apecial relationahip of
Yahweh with larael: "You only have I known of all the
57 Jacob, o�. cit. , p. 201 and f.n.
It>id., pp. 201*202.
59 Aaano, 0�. cit. , p. lOij., f.n.
60 Vrlezen, An Out2)ine of Old Testament Theology,
op. cit. , p. 252.
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families of the earth." An analogy of father-son relation
ship ia sometimes used to desoribe the election relationship*
F^oaea tella, "When Israel was a child, then I loved him,
and called my son out of Egypt" (Hoaea 11 si).
Election ia inseparable from the hlatorical eventoof
Exodua (not Sinai but iocodua event). Yahweh ia the one who
brought larael "out of the land of Egypt, out of the houae
of bondage" (Ix. 20:2| Duet. 5:6). Hence election la linked
with aalvatlon. Yahweh's act of election for Israel is His
act of salvation. Hosea appeals to this significant ^odus
event of deliverance: "When Israel was a child, then I
loved him, and called my son out of Egypt" (Hoaea 11:1 )j
"Yet I am Jehovah thy God from the land of Egypt; and thou
ahalt know no god but me, and besidea me there la no savior"
(Hosea 13:l4.)* ^nd it la to be noted that thia act of aalva
tlon by Yahweh ia fundamentAl to almoat every faith and
idea in the Old Teatament.
larael was chosen for one purpose, namely, service
to Yahweh. Kowloy recognized that throughout the Old
Testament the first corollary of the divine election of
larael and the deliverance of the tribea that had been in
Egypt was that God had a claim to larael 'a aervice.^-^ When
61 H. H. Rowley, The Biblical Doctrine of 1:^1ect ion
(London: Lutterworth Preas, 1950), p- if5�
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the people whom Moaes led reached the sacred mount, he
aald to them in the name of Gods "Ye have yourselves seen
what I did to Egypt, and how I lifted you on eagles' pin
ions, and brought you unto myaelf. And how if ye will
truly hearken to ray voice, and keep my covenant j then ahall
ye be my own poasession out of all the peoplea" (Ex. 19:4f ).
Here larael 'a response to God's achieved deliverance was the
pledge of her undevlatlng loyalty. That Israel was chosen
by God means that she was given a responsibility to serve
Him. Amos la telling this matter in the relationship of
election and Jud^ent: "you only have I known of all the
famillea of the earthi therefore I will visit upon you all
your iniquities" (Amoa 3s2). Rowley thus pointed out:
Her election was not something automatic that made
her Hia people for all time by mere phyalcal generation.
She entered into the Covenant voluntarily, and each
generation must renew it by accepting for Itself its
obligations, or it would place itaelf outaide the
Covenant. The fundamental eaaence of the Covenant waa
that it waa man's reaponae to the Divine grace, and
only t�iose who were heira of the reaponae could there
fore be heirs of the Covenant .^^
All throiai^ the (Ed Teatament it ia Implied that
larael 'a covenant is an unconditional one, and not one that
ahe is morally free to withdraw from at any time ahe wiahes,
When she ceasea to accept ita obligations, she acts treach
erously. ^3 Both election and oovenant Involves the aame
?>ld., pp. 47-48. 6? Ibid., pp. 49-50.
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content at their bases, but if the election of Israel
chiefly vspresaea her responsibility. Thus unfaithfulness
and negligence of Israel for performing her responsibility
toward God make God's covenant in vain. Hosea deplored:
"But they transgressed the covenant like Adam; there they
treacherously" (6:7)� ^ again, "Because they have trans
gressed jay covenant, and against my lew have rebelled" (8:1).
As Rowley pointed out, Israel's repudiation of the
covenant is regarded as "morally reprehensible, a response
in disloyalty to One who was supremely loyal to her, an act
of base ingratitude towards One whose gracious gifts she
had so freely received.**^ In repudiating the covenant she
was repudiating her election. If she ceased to acknowledge
Yahweh to be her God, then she declared that she no longer
wished to be His people. The purpose of the election is
service, and when the service is withheld the election loses
its meaning, and therefore, fails, Yahweh's jtidgment is
nothing but his pianlshment for such a violation of covenant
on th� part of Israel. Thus it is aald that election la not
� privilege but a responsibility. And that meana that the
relationship between God and the peopl� In the Bible is not
a natural relationship but a personal one; and it la th�
covenant relationship that makes th� g^od-man relationahip
Ibid., p. 51.
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personal. As Amos said, it is because Israel was specially
chosen among many peoples that a specially great respoasl-
bllity is upon her shoulder (5*2), In such a case as this,
God's judgment comes to have a significant meaning.
However, God's punishment does not mean that the
covenant, the circle, is broken by God. None of the prophets
thought that the judgment of the people of their days im
plied the total destruction of the people as such. Each of
the prophets was a prophet of salvation as well as a prophet
of evil, and proclaimed that God's covenant, which had been
brought into being by Him, would also be restored by Him,
Thus the prophets believed in God's faithfulness in His
covenant-love. Hoaea strongly expr^saed thia purauing love
of God for larael aeeklng to renew Hia claim upon her
loyal ty I
How ahall I give thee up, Ephralm? How shall I caat
thee off, Israel? How shall I rmk� thee as Admah? how
shall I set thee aa Zeboiim? my heart ia tiirned within
me, my compassions are kindled together- I will not
execute the fierceness of mine anger, I will not return
to destroy Sphraim; for I am God, and not man; the Holy
One in the midst of thee; and I will not come in wrath,
(Hosea 11; 8-9)
The election and the oovenant belonged together, so
that loyalty to the covenant was ess<3ntial to the con
tinuance of the election, and loyalty to the covenant re
quired obedience to the will of God. The election was only
to be interpreted in terms of purpose and service. What
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loving and serving God involved became clearer as He unfolded
through the prophets the fuller revelation of His character.
For if the first message of the election was that Israel was
called to receive the revelation of God^ it became increas
ingly clear that ahe was called to reflect the character of
the God who was revealed to her. When Amos called for
Jiistioe, it was not because the concept of jxastice was a
grand one, and its application could be justified by argu
ment, aa mking for the greatest happineaa of the greateat
niasiber, or conducive to the atrength and proaperity of the
atate. It waa because God was just, and because they who
worshipped Him must be like Him. God's will waa born of Hia
character* 65
Aaano observed that covenant had a dual character -66
On the one hand it shows the righteouaneas of God; on the
other hand, it expreaaea Hia grace. Hence Yahweh'a control
of hiatco^y ia judgment on the one hand, but on the other
hand, it ia aalvatlon. "^ua hlatory must be aeen in ita
dual aapecta. %�n God confronta Israel with Hia require
ment of juatice there are aeen those who obey God's justice
and those who disobey; the righteous and the unrighteous;
the godly and the ungodly. Ifcerefore when history is viewed
Ibid., pp. $6-57.
66 Aaano, 0�. cit,, p. 11^7.
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by such justice as the law of God, a thing which will be
established there is a histoa^y of God's judgment. A typical
expression of such a historical ideology is found in the
book of Judges in this form of historical charts apostacy,
judgment, suffering, and salvation.
God's jtidgment falls not only upon God's chosen
people, Israel, but also upon the surrounding nations* So
far as God rules the world with j\istioe He must judge other
nations with th� chosen. Ihls is why Amos cried out God's
judgment upon the surromding nations as a prelude to
Yahweh's judgment upon Israel (Amos Isjf ). thus before th�
eyes of God who judges th� world with righteousness, every
nation, every country was under God's wrath because of her
sinful and faithless condition.
How�v�r, it is not true to say that history has a
meaning only as the judgment of God. Hempel called such a
history aa judgment aa an "anthropocenttic view of history,"
and the reason ia that ^od^a attitude toward man is decided
by good and bad on the part of man. In other words, it is
a history viewed from man's standpolht. Here at this point,
th� other aapect of covenant must b� ccaisidered. Covenant
aa God's law. Is that which anticipates judgment based upon
the righteousness of God on the one hand, but on th� other
6? Ibid., p. 1^9.
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hand. It is that which assures the grace of God. Deuteronomy
promises: "Wherefore it shall come to pass, if ye hearken
to these judgments and keep, and do them, that the lK>rd thy
God shall keep lanto thee the covenant and the mercy which
he sware tmto thy fathers'* (Deut. 7*12, K.J^V,) Israel was
chosen by God aud was made His people not because of their
own merit but it is altogether by free grace on the part of
God. This is why the history of Israel, even thotigh it is
a history of man's ain and God's judgment, links with God's
grace and salvation, ^erhapa It waa impoasible for the
propheta to think of judgment which did not accompany aalva
tlon. Theira waa the theocentric view of hlatory aa againat
the anthropocentric view of hiatoryj It waa a history viewed
from th� side of God's grace. 68
According to Hosea, "God 'a love waa an angry love
and forgiving judgment. Yahweh said to larael: "I hated
them: because of the wlckedneas of their doinga I will drive
them out of my houaej I will love them no more" (Hosea 9j15)�
Yet He still aaids "I will heal their baekalidlng, I will
lov� them freely" (Hosea ll4.:i|.). Such a dllema* of God's
juatice and love ia incomprehenaible and a paradox to man.
But God overcomea man' a ain by His aueh appertmtly eontra-
68 Ibid. , pp. 149-150
Ibid., p. 152,
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dieting love. It Is God's love tJmt wins an ultimate
victory.
Ihen one views history standing on th� promise of God
with faith in the absolute love of God, even His judgment
will b� seen as a preliminary stage leading into the ulti
mate salvation of Israsl. Hosea says that on that day whan
larael ia punished, she will be led into the wilderneas
again. But, at that time th� Valley of Aohor will be
changed Into a door of hope (Hosea 2:14-13). And also the
children of Israel will b� snatched of their king, prince,
saeriflc�, and pillar by the Judgjaent of Yahweh. But in
the latter days, they will return and seek their God and
come to Yahweh and to His grace (Hoaea 5s4�5). God' a Judg
ment thus has a diaelplinary meaning also. Yahweh choae
the unworthy larael and mad� them Els people. The aame
love and graco saves the people who are unworthy to be
saved (D�ut. 7*7)� It is completely God's free history-
creation and hia tory-control. Here Ilea the meaning that
the Biblical hlatory ia so called Hellageschichte , the
history of salvation. And when history is viewed aa a pro
cess of salvation-history, its central point becomes God
as the Lord of that history. '01� prophets had no other
than this theocentric view of hlatory. They saw that the
forgiveness of ain and salvation were only in th� hands of
God. Th�r�fore in th� midst of feheir announcement of the
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coming stern judgment of Yahweh, they could still have an
eschatologloal hope looking toward the future with the eyes
of faith. It is significant that they expressed their
esohatological faith in the torra of election faith. Such
faith was basic to their eschatologloal outlook through and
through. And God's revelation of His 'ahartth was made to
this kind of robust prophetie faith.
CHAPTER IV
Tim AHD ETERIOT
Oae of the welcome signs of our times is the in
creasing conceam with the Biblical understanding of time.
But, as Eric C. Rust observed, "it is probably true to say
that Greek rather than Hebrew ideas have only too often
colored Biblical exegesis at this point, with the result
that the full alg^^if ioance of the eschatologloal framework
of the Old and lew Testament has not been grasped. The
conception of time and eternity determines the interpreta
tion of �selm tology. Apart from an understanding of the
unique Hebrew realistic view of time and eternity, a proper
approach to eschatology may be imf^ossible*
I. HEBHIM VIEW OF TIME
Time in the Old Testament ia usmlly expressed by
'eth and this signifies a defined time point (Zeitpmkt) in
whl ch something will take place whether it is singular or
plural ( ' ittflm, ' itt^^th) Then by wto&t, or for what, is it
definedf Tim� la defined, first, by natural phenomena.
Th� specified times of the day are thos� of noon, sunset.
Rust, loo. oit�
Asano, 0�. cit. , pp. 29-3O.
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and evening (Jer. 20j16j Josh. 10:27; II Sam. 11: 2 etc.).
Natural phenomena linked to the term 'eth and bringing out
the concreteness of the Hebrew tlme��sense are those of rain
(Zach. 10:1), harvest (Hos. 2:11), threshing (Jer. 51:53),
pruning (Cant. 2:12), fruitage (Psa. 1:5), bringing the
cattle home (Gen. 29:7), the regular migration of birds
(Jer. 8:7), tbe drying up of wadies (Job 7:1?), the birth
of mountain-goats and does (Job 39:1, 2), and the breeding
heat of flocks (Gen. 31:10).^ Phases of human life linked
with the term '"eth are birth (Hosea 15:15), adolescence
(Ezek. l6:8), menstruation (Lev. 15:25), old age (I K. 11:4),
death (Job 22:16), and the forty- three specifications to be
found in the third chapter of Eccleslastes, a book which
might almost be described as a treatise on time, though it
is by no means characteristic of the Hebrew valuation of
it.^ Concerning the time-conaciouaneaa of Koheleth, hobinson
pointed out the following:
This la an un-Hebraio aa we ahould expect to find in
a book from which the aense of hlatory Is absent.
Koheleth has no concern with a reden^tlve past, and no
vision of a Messianic future; In fact he rules out of
account both the memory and the hope that would make
these possible. His tlme-consolousness, therefore, Is
useful as a check on that of the Old Testament in
generiil, by its very unllkeness to this. His use of
5 Robinaon, 0�. cit. , p. 110.
4 Ibid.
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shows that there ia no progress to any revealed goal;
time consists of endless cycles of repetitions with
nothing new. There ia an appointed time for everything
and a right method for dealing with It but 'time and
chance' happen to all amd man doea not know Ms (evil)
time (i.e. that of hia death). Long life aid ample
poaterity are futile without aatisfaction, which none
can get. The permanent earth 3upplie| the backgromd
to the stioceaaive generations of men. 5
Further, there ia a group of time apringlng from
aocial convention or appointment, viz., meal-time (Ruth 2:
lk)f campaigning (II Sam. 11:1), audit of accounta (II K.
5:26), weekly or yearly periods (I Qtiron. 9^25), and fixed
or appointed times in general (Dan. $xZl)�^
There remalna the oonaiderable group of more or lesa
explicit references to God 'a control of man 'a time experi
ence. %e8e are of particular importance for the Hebrew
time-conaciouaneaa, since they point to its characteristic
view of history. They range from seeking God and calling
upon Him (Hoa. 10:12), to finding Him (Psa. 52:6), in His
time of favoiar (laa. k$iB), and not when He is angry (Jer.
l8s25). ^od haa Hia appointed times of activity, as aeen
in the career of Hia anointed servant, Cyrus (laa. I|.8:l6),
or in the future of God's people (Isa. 60s22), even as ^^e
has helped and delivered them in the past (Jer. 2:2?). The
^ Ibid., p. 121.
^ Ibid., p. 111.
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times of divine visitation (Jer. 6:15), whether on Israel
or on her enemies, are often times of vengeance (Jer- 53.^6),
and judgment (Ezek. 22:5). These visitations may seem
remote, but for the prophets they are assured. The def-
initeness of concrete event which is implied is expressed
by the reference to Zedekiah's doom in 586 B.C. as "the
time of the iniquity of th� end" (Ezek. 21:50,54). Such an
event brings trouble to many others also, but at such times
God la the stronghold or deliverer of His people (Jer. 5O:
7)' This oonfidwic� reaches full expression in such a
phrase as that of Psalm 51:l6, "my times are in thy hand",
or of Isaiah 55*6, "the steadfastness of thy time. "7
Thus throughout the Old Testament there is found a
realistic view of time. The characteristic emphasis of
Hebrews in regard to time is its ocaicreteness and not its
abstract concept. Hours, days, montht^ and years are de*
fined not by anything so abstract as a time scale, but by
the stuff that fills them and makes them significant. H.
W* Robinson called attention to the "constant emphasis on
the concrete aspect, the actual content and quality of
time, and on absance of anything that might be called a
mathematical or philosophical interest. "^ Time was bound
7 Ibid., pp. 111-112.
8 Ibid. , p. 112.
up with th� events that filled it.
Bust pointed out that "the characteristic Hebrew
word for 'time,' 'eth, carries this connotation of filled
time, but the other time-words, 'day,' y^, and 'year,'
shanah, are also realistically rather than chronologically
characterized. "9 They are identified by their content.
Why, then, is there such a concrete significance in Hebrew
time? The verb form of 'eth la 'ahah, meaning '*to answer."
The noun 'unitha which comes from the Syriac verb 'unaya
means "a response" in a responsive singing, and it signifies
"occurrence" or "encounter. "-^^ "Time," writes H. W. Robinson,
"la that which meets you on your path through llfe,"H Hence
what ia important in the Hebrew tlme-conaciousness at least
involves huamn purpose and existence. Pedersen writes
emphatically? "For the Israelite time is not merely a form
or a frame. Time is charged with substance or, rather, it
is identical with its substance; time is the development of
the very events. "12
Marsh also observed a chsracteristic of Hebrew time
9 Rust, 0�. cit., p. 530�
10 Asano, 0�. cit., p* 35.
11 Robinaon, 0�. cit., p. 109 .
12 Joha. Pedersen. Israel (London: Oxford University
Press, 1926), l-II, p. 4877
~
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as follows:
It Is interesting that the Old Testament has no
means for expressing abstractly the distinction between
chronological and realistic time. It recognizes days,
weeks, months and years as laaits of measurement, but
it has no word for chronological time; it cannot
translate 'chronos'. But it has a wealth of terms for
realistic time. The chief of these is *eth, and this
woz^d refers not to a time's chronological position,
but to Itself as distinguished by its content. ^3
According to Marsh, it is typical of scripture not to locate
an event by defining its place on a chronological scale,
but to Identify it by its content. Amos' "two years before
the earthquake" (Amos 1:1} ia an example. If a Bible
writer spoke of "the time of harveat," he did not think of
the 9th. or 10th month of the year, but rather of all activity,
agricultural, aocial and rellgioua, that conatituted the
harvest*
Marsh was right so far as his en^hasis upon the con
tent of time was concerned* However, he ovezniid it when
he stated that the OXd lestament "has no word for chrono
logical time: it cannot translate 'chronos'. Millar
Burrowa pointed out the fact tha.t the makera of the LXX
had uaed the word "chronoa" rather freely for a baker *a
dozen of Hebrew expreaaiona .^4 He carefiilly observed that
15 Marsh, 0�. cit*, p. 20.
l4 Millar Burrowa, "'Ihy Kingdom Gome," Journal of
Biblical Literature. LXXIV ( liferch, 1955), p. If'
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kalroa had chronological Ibi^IIcations* He said:
The very Idea of opportunity presupposes a succession
of more snd less favorable times for particular kinds
of action. He who fails to keep an eye on the calendar
and the clock will raiae the beat. He who does not watch
the chronos will miss the kairos. If one must be always
ready, it Is only because the day end howp are not
known {Matt. 2ki%� k^, kk* etc,).15
Th� conception of tim� is important bscause it d�t�r-
mines th� int�rpr�tation of eschatology. ?4arsh recognized,
for example, the doctrine of the coming age in th� N�w
Testament, but he repeatedly affirmed that "the two ages
were not consecutiv�"!^ th�y w�re related not by succession
but by ftjdfillment . 17 Millar Burrows pointed out that any
conoeption of fulfillment which divorced it from temporal
succession was far from being biblical.
As it has b�en sa�n, th� H�br�w vl�w of time was
realistic and existential, The chosen people of God pro
claimed that "life is real, life is earnest," and this
without any compensatory hope of life to come after death.
To them, this world was the arena of 6od*s action. "The
stuff of human history is real because it is the vital con
cern of the Creator and in Its struggles he works out his
15 Ibid.
16 Marsh, 0�. cit., pp. 32, lii.0.
^"^ p. 141.
18 Burrowa, loc. cit.
divine purpose. Thus man lived In a world where the
experience of time mattered.
Time gains its depth and sharpness when it is related
to faith. "For this let every one that Is godly pray unto
thee in a time when thou mayest be foimd" (Ps. 52:6). Here
time comes to Mve a decisive meaning. It is the time when
man Is asked to decide to confront God, and from God's side
it is in this time that God comes to man to work for him.
�lus, "It is time for the Lord to act" (Ps. 119:126). At
thia point, time cornea to have a algnifioance of kalroa.
Whether it la for judgment or for salvation, time becomes
deoiaive in Ita relationahip to God. Therefore man must
be a di a earner of time. He muat have an "undera tending of
the timea (yode'e blnAh la'ittlm)" (I Chro. 12:52). "The
wise men who knew the tlmea (hakamim yode ' e ha' it tim)"
(Eather 1:15) aueh onea who know the rlpeneas of time
and act accordingly In that time.^^
To the prophets of Israel, the events of history
were not a mere aggregation or accidental sequence of events
but a series of 'times-with-contents ' sent by God for his
own purposes, and desmanding certain appropriate responses
^9 Winston L. King, "Tim� and the Christian,"
ReliSl^S in M��� XXIV (Spring, 1955), 258.
20 Asano, o�. cit., pp. 52-55.
from hia people. Thua the deoiaive algnlflcance of man's
time Is found in an enco^junter with God. Isaiah saidt "Seek
ye Jehovah while he may be found j call ye upon him while he
ia near" (Isa. 55* 6). Her� the word *eth is not used but
the meaning is the aame as Psalm 32:6 which has been cit�d
b�for� as an �ncounter with God that b�cota�s a decisive time
for man*
II. DAY AND ITS SIGNIFICANCE
Another Important word relating to time in th� Old
Testament ia th� word yom. As in the case of 'eth, yom is
a creation of God; it has a conerete content; and it relates
to religious orders and rituals. It ia also grasped ac>
cording to �venta in human llf� and history. But wh�n yom
is used in th� Old T�staEient as terminus technicus it points
to eachaton, and there lies th� most important significance
*
^ 22of yom*^'^
5h� time of eachaton is called "th� day of Yahweh"
(yom Yahweh) and also "thet day" (hayyom hahu). Amos says:
"Wo� to you who desire th� day of the Lordl %y would you
have the day of the Lord? Xt is darkness, and not light"
(Amos ^ilB). The day of es chat on is ^od's creation and it
21 Marsh, 0�* oit., p. 22.
22 Asano, 0�. cit., pp. 37-40.
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l8 not something which develops by works of man. It Is
totally a work of God. "Qio day of Yahweh first comes upon
Israel as darkness as Amos speaks. Here, the day is linked
with God's Judgment, The day of Yahweh was very concrete
in its connection with the Judgment of God, For Instance,
famine, drought, pestilence, and war will take place suc
cessively on this day (Amos 4s6f.). One characteristic of
the day of Yahweh is its urgency. It is expressed by the
clause, "the day of Yahw�b is at hand" (Zeph. 1:7* lU)* To
Amos the day of Yahweh meant both for woe and salvation for
Israel (Amos 5sl8 vs. 9*11)- It dtt. d not mean only destzfuc-
tion but it also meant completion, ^e "day of Yahweh"
means Yahweh's eschatologloal control and it is completely
God's works of creatlon.^^
III. TWO OTHER ESOHATOLOGICAL TERMS
In addition to yom there are two terms pertaining to
eschatologloal time: they are q^ts and 'aharlth. Both of
these also have special meaning. Qets is a time-point for
the end of a certain thing, namely an edge of time. In the
Propheta gets ia uaed for the time of the coming of Yahweh'a
destructive Judgment. Amos saw a basket of summer fruit
(^aits) and was shown the end (gets) of Israel (Amoa 8:2).
I^id. . pp. kOm^^^
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Again, gets shows not only an edge of a time but also a
starting point for a new tlrae. According to Daniel, the
end is a beginning of a new aeon and at that time the dead
will be resurrected (Den. 12s2f ),2i|-
'Aharith sometimes means the end as *aharlth hayyamim
(the latter days). Jeremiah criticised false prophets and
told about the coming of the wrath of God upon them, saying,
"In the latter days you will understand it" (Jer. 25:20).
But 'aharith does not mean only judgment but also hope.
Jeremiah prophecied the returning of the exiles from
^bylonia and said: "to give you a latter end ( 'aharlth)
and hope" (Jer. 29:11). %ia is what the Hebrew text saysj
the R.S.V. has "hope" for this 'aharlth. Thus 'aharilh is
used as an eschatologloal term which signifies restoration
as well as judgment.
IV. SIGNIFICANCE OP ETERNITY
Another important term to consider is 'c^lam which is
used to denote "eternity".. This is the most Important word
to express "eternity'* In the Old Testament and is used 1^.60
timea. 25 It has uaually been derived from 'alarn, "hide",
in the aense of something hidden, but another derivation
^ Ibid., p. 1^.5.
25 Asano, 0�. cit. . p. ^9*
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bas linked it with the Aocadian iillahu, which means that
which is "remote", either in time or place. ^6 Hosea declared
that God's relationship witti Israel was eternal (Hosea 2:19).
Jeremiah said that Yahweh would make with His people an
everlasting covenant (Jer. J^sl+O). Eternity has to do with
eachaton. Especially in the prophets it ia ao, and an
eachatologlcal event will become everlaatlng aalvatlon (la.
k5i 17). The measlah Is the prince of peace who will rule
with justice and with righteousness forever (la. 9:7).
Pederaen observed that:
Eternity is not the sum of all the individual
periods, nor even this sura with something added to it;
it ia time without aubdivlaion, that ndiich Ilea bahind
it, and T^ich displays Itaelf through all timea.^
It is to be noted that eternity in the Old Teatament aenae
cannot be conaidered apart from time. It Ilea behind time.
It la a ocnorete concept ao long as eternity has to do with
time. Thus, the Hebrew 'dlim la contrasted with the Greek
aeon. Compaping the Hebrew and Greek points of view con
cerning time and eternity Eric C Rust obaerved;
For the Greek, and for Ariatotle In particular, the
ultimate good is above and not in the temporal process.
For the Hebrew, the ultimate good is to be found, not
in an lanmoved mover who sits unchanging and unmoved
26 Robinson, ��. cit., p. II5.
27 Pedersen, 0�. cit., p. 14.91.
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above the flux of time, but in a living God who lifts
up the temporal order into his purpose and actualizes
his will within it* Hence the temporal events of life
may become filled with eternity for the Hebrew, as for
the Greek they cannot. 2�
The Greek begins with a precise metaphysical definition of
the two categories, and ccsicludes that they are essentially
incompatible and opposed to each other. Eternity is the
realm of the perfect and the stable: time is the sphere of
th� imperfect, th� �ver-changing, th� relatively unreal.
Since eternity is defined as the perfect ar^ absolute, it
follows that no aotuallzation of ideal in time can bring ac^
positive enrichment to it. Time is a self*enclosed process,
discontinuous with eternal life of which It is but a pale,
dim, reflection. Harold Knight quoted the following lines
of Vaughan showing this Greek view of time and eternity
which had often dominated classical Christian thought:
I saw Eternity the other night
Like a great Hing of pure and �ndl�as light
All calm as it was bright: �
And romd benaath It, Tim� in hours, days, years.
Driven by the spheres
Like a vast shadow moved. . .*
But, Knight pointed out, that the idea of eternity as
the metaphysical opposite of time would have been to the
Rust, 0�. cit., p. 528.
29 Harold Knight, The Hebrew Prophetic Consciousness
(London: Lutterworth Pre3s7~l557T7~pT~t5Ft
*
?0 Ibid., p. 157,
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Hebrew an utterly unintelligible conoeption. The signi
ficance of this world is that it Is not merely a moving
image of eternity, but a realm into which the eternal order
breaks and discloses itself; not a mere changing realm
striving to copy an eternal and immovlng original, but a
sphere of activity in which the eternal Is dynamically at
work and In which man may encounter the living God,^^ por
the Hebrew, faith, not rational dialectic, was the organ of
understanding. Knowledge of the Eternal came throixgh God's
revelation, not through man's metaphysical speculation*
Rust stated:
Ultimately reality was their hidden and secret ground,
and through them that reality could become savingly
present. Salvation must take plffis within history, and
not by transcendence of history* 53
Time thus \mderstood was neither illusory nor merely
abstract or ideal. It was as concrete and actual as any
thing in the physical world. But it had no independent
reality apart from the living Sod. If God was to mean any
thing to the Hebrew, that meaning must be embodied in his
toric act and external circumstance* Thus the combination
of eachatologlcal prediction with present historical occur-
51 Ibid.
52 Rust, loc. oit.
Ibid., p. 529.
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rences was characteristic of Old 'Testament eschatology.
The actualities of earthly llf� had final significance for
him. His ideal was expressed in the word ^alom which con
noted the harmonious and Integrated self-expression of the
whole man. 3k Eternity had something to do with this world.
It did not belong to timelessness. It had concrete con
tents. An esohatological event takes place here, '^ose
who do not return to Yahweh and refuse repentance must pre
pare to meet their God here and now (Amos i|.:12). Amos'
esohatological picture of the final restoration of Israel
is also ohsracterized by its earthly features. In that day
of restoration, the tabernacle of David will be restored as
in the days of old (Amos 9sll). ""The moimtains shall drip
sweet wine, and all hills stiall flow with it" (Amos 9*15).
God's peopl� will rebuild the ruined cities and inhabit
them (Amos 9tlk-)� Ihey will plant vineyards and drink their
wine, and they will make their gardens and eat their fruit.
The proph�t was very conscious that so often the
inner content of Yahweh's times, his sovereign power, was
hidden, snd hence he looked for the final vindication of
that flovereighnty, when whet was hidden would be unveiled*
Ihls would be the "day of Yahwieh," when God would finally
Intervene in huumn history to establish his righteousness
Knight, 0�. oit,, pp. 157.158.
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and to do away with sin. ^en ths veiled divine activity
behind all history would be aade plain. In prophecy, the
day of Yahweh is pictured as a temporal happening, occurr
ing through human instruments and due to take place in the
inaninent future�a prophetic foreshortening of time. It is,
however, exchatologlcal , and thia eachatology is signifi
cantly realistic. It is God's day when all his dealings
with Israel and his activity in hlatory will be summed up,
brought to a focua.
Prophetic forward look had a vital link with the
past hlatory of larael. The God in whoae name they spoke
was He who delivered His people at the Red Sea and "cut"
the covenant with them on Sinai. Hence Amos and Hosea could
look back to the time when larael waa a child and God loved
him, when Yahweh called hia a on out of Egypt and wooed hia
bride in the wilderness.
John BJarsh has called attention to the fact that in
Deuteronomy 1:10 there Is a recurrent use of the phrase
"at that time" to describe the sequence of events associated
with the deliverance from Egypt. 55 l^e association of this
phrase with th� initial as well as with tJie final time of
God is a reminder that the ultimate consummation but ful�
fills that which was initiated in the primal act of election
Marsh, o�. cit., pp. kl^t.
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and oovenant.
Past, present and futw� are not separable segments
of an endlessly outstretched line, but dimensions and
directions within the living interaction of God and man.
Aa Robert L. Calhoun observed:
Ihe future is not a kind of Inverted past, nor an
endless repetition of 'tomorrow,' but the homing of
our unfinished lives to the One who gives them
direction, meanihg, and fundamental security. He is
the one who comes to us at every moment, yet who lives
and promises that we oaa^live beyond the llmita of
earthly time and apace. 5o
Eric C, Ruat rightly diaearned that:
the propheta apeak with one supreme time behind
them, in iriciloh the actualization of the divine plan
of aalvatlon began. They apeak with the other kalroa
still future, in which God shall surely cons-ummete
the purpoae that lies behind the election of Israel,
shall purge a nd remake the nation*- So all history
is girded by God 'a aovereign wlll�*7
Time sind eternity come to have significance only
when they are viewed in relation to God 'a plan of salvation.
But it is within th� framework of the unique Hebrew view
of time and eternity that God's sovereign and redemptive
activity and esohatology must be understood.
36 Robert L. Calhoun, "Ciirist� th� Hope of th� World,"
The Chriatian Century, (August 25, 195^4-) � 1005f.
57 Ruat, 0�. cit., p. 556.
GHAPTKl V
THE DAY OP YAHWEH
The central phrase expressive of the prophetic
eschatology is the *May of Yahweh", This conception brings
to a focus the laenlfeatation of Yahweh's pttrpose in history.
In Koehler 'a words, "In the prophets th� Day of the Lord
becomes the epitome of history, when all the past and sll
the future will be seen to rwa together into one meaningful
unity. "^ Its significance may be seen from th� view that
eschatology is primarily an assertion that ther� is a
cl�avag� between history and th� coming Ungdom of God.^
History la moving toward an endj but It will not come to
an end of Itself. Ihere must be a divine Intervention be
fore ther� Is an ushering in of the Kingdom of God. How
ever, the idea of the end of the world la always secondary
to that of Yahweh's coming and Yahweh does not com� because
the world is going to end, but his coming brings, among
other things, the end of th� world or more exactly th� end
of an age, which will be followed by a new period of the
world. 3 Thus th� day of Yahweh ultimately implies that
1 Koehler, 0�. oit., p. 9l|..
2 Hldenobu Kuwata , "Dogmatics III," Lectures on
a^is^fMtx (Vol. Ill, Tokyo: Shinkyo-Shuppan-Sha;" 1^52),
p. 109.
5 Jacob, o�. cit., p. 318.
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human history will culminate in the full and final revelation
of Yahweh which will inaugurate His kingly rule upon the
earth. Hence the doctrine of the day of Yahweh may be said
to be of central significance for the entire message of the
prophets. In this chapter, the popular and the prophetic
views of the day and the idea of judgment end salvation In
relation to the day of Yahweh are discussed.
I. POPULAR CONCEPTION OF THE BAY OF YAHWEH
The day of Yahweh appeared for the first time in the
eighth century in a prophecy of Amos. The mentioning of
the day of Yahweh by Amos was something expressly casual
and occassional. The words must have been used as e kind
terminus technicus ;^ the people to whom Amoa was address
ing knew what he was referlng to (cf. 81 9� 15 )� For Amos
(5sl8-20) opposed a threatening catastrophe to the popular
expectation of the day as a joyous event:
Woe to you who desire the day of the Lordi
Why would you have the day of the Lord?
It is darkneas, and not light;
as if e man fled from a lion,
and a bear met him;
or went into the house and leaned with
his hand againat the wall,
and a serpent bit him.
Is not the day of the Lord darkness, and
not light,
and gloom with no brightness in it?
^ W. 0. E. Oeaterley, Ihe Evolution of the Messianic
Idea (London: Sir lasac Pitman & Sons, Lt2r,"T^0b), p. ZlpL,
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It follows, therefore, that although the phrase ocoiirs in
Amos 5:18 for the first time, it must have been in use long
before, to have become so familiar among the people. Hence
not only the prophetic view of the day but also this popular
conception of the day of Yahweh must be dealt with*
Where did the people get the idea of the day of
Yahweh? And what was the content of that idea? It is ex
ceedingly difficult to answer the first question since the
concept is missing in the older tradition* There is a
possibility that it arose only in the later monarchical
period. But there is another possibility, whioh is equally
plausible, that this formula is only accidentally missing
from the ancient accounts or poetry, and that it was never
theless an old stereo-typed phrase. Yet so far as the valid
ity Is concerned, there is no external evidence to support
either one of these possibilities* Thiis an indirect approach
must be taken to this problem, i*e*, the content of the con
cept must be studied from the internal evidence and then a
hint to the causal factors for the rise of the concept might
be considered*
Only twice did Amos actually use the expression,
"the day of Yahweh" (Amos 5:l8, 20). But other references
such as "in that day" must be related to this concept. All
recent studies have made Amos 5j18 their starting point,
and considered it as the locus elasslcus. G. Von Had felt.
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however, that it was very doubtful whether this was right.
H� thought that Aaoa 5*'l8 was not iufficiently unequivocal,
to be used as a suitable starting point for an examination,
and ho suggested to begin with texts which would convey a
more unequivocal, and at the same time a broader, conception
of the day of Yahweh. 5 Such texts were, according to him,
Isaiah 15, 54, E�ek. 7* and Joel 2. By this approach Rad
came to two conclusions.^ First, the Day of Yahweh encom
passes a pure event of war, the rise of Yahweh against his
enemies, hia battle and his victory. Thus, said, Esekiel
13: 5> where Eaekiel reproached the false prophets, that they
did not go into the broaches and "did not make up the hedge
for the house of Israel to stand in the battle on the Day
of Yahweh." Rad atreaaedj "Kiere is no support whataoever
in these texts for the auppoaition that the enthronement of
Yahweh, too, belongs to the concept of th� Day of Yahweh."?
Secondly, the entire material for thia imagery which sur-
roiinds the concept of th� day of Yahweh is of old laraelitlc
origin. It is derived from th� tradition of the holy wars
of Yahweh, in which Yahweh appeared personally to annihilate
O. Von Rad, "The Origin bf the Concept of the Day
of Yahweh," Journal of Semitic Studies , IV (April, 1959 )�
p. 98.
~~ - -
^ ^bld. , pp. 103-1014.,
"7 Ibid. , p. 103.
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Ms enemies. This does not, of course, dispute the possi
bility that one or the other lndlvld\ial idea can also be
proved to have existed with neighboring peoples of the
ancient Ijast. But one thing was to be insisted upon, namely,
that the propheta have adopted the whole caacept of the day
of Yahweh from the tradition of their own people and not
from foreign aoiircea. In these wars Israel experiences
something like a theophany, a personal entry of Yahweh
(Judges 5s4f.). Yahweh hlmaelf went to war after having
mustered his array (Judges 7? Iff). During the battle itaelf
horrifying changea occurred in the natural aphere, auoh aa,
olouda (Judges 5*4) # thunder (I Sam. 7:10), earthquake (I
Sara. Il4.:15), darkening of the atara (Joa. 2^-17} Eic. Il^s20).
The term "day" is muoh uaed In Arabic of a battle day,
aa the day of Badr, Ohod, and the like, and ao in Hebrew
"the day of Median" (laa. 9*4) � Jamoa Haatinga suggested
that this might be Its primary meaning. ^ W� Robertson Saith
waa convinced that the laat cited passage showed that among
the Hebrewa, aa among the Araba, the word "day" waa uaed in
the definite aenae of "day of battle". He atated: "By
taking the day of Jehovah to mean Hia day of battle and
victory we gain for the conception a natural basia in Hebrew
8 James Haatinga, A Dictionary of the Bible (Vol. 1,
Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 18^8), p. ?567"
"~ ~"
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idiom. "9
The cotrae of Israel's early national history was not
unfavorable to the growth of this idea of a glorious destiny*
Beginning with Saul and continuing through the days of
Solomon, victory and prosperity had come to Israel in no
amall measure. Even in later centuries the reign of David
was looked back upon longingly aa a sort of golden age, and
ideals of the future were ahaped In accordance with the
glorified and magnified traditions of the Davidlc daya.
Solomon extended his Influence so far, establlahed his king
dom ao securely, and equipped himself so splendidly as to
be the source of envy and wonder to all surrounding peoples.
He was In a fair way to make Israel a world eas^jlre such as
Assyria and Babylon later came to be. After the set back
consequent upon the division of the kingdom, northern Israel,
under the able leadership of the house of Omri, gradually
reasserted herself. This new development was retarded by
the long war with Syria, but by the time of Jeroboam II,
Damascus was subdued, and Israel had attained prosperity
and power second only to those enjoyed during the age of
David and Solomon. History thus seemed to justify the popu
lar hope of a gloriously bright future. In addition to
this* the work of the earliest prophets tended In the same
9 W. Robertson Smith, The Prophets of Israel and
BSj^o^iMl is History (LondoHT" A. & C. Blick, Lt<i.7T928),
p. 37"�
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direction. All the prophets up to the time of Amos, with
the possible exception of Elijah, seem to have foretold
success and 'jlory for their people. They constantly empha
sized the fact that Israel was Yahweh's people, and that,
if Israel remained faithful to him, he would and must lead
her on to victory,
Thus John ?�. P. Smith obaerved that "victories of
larael over her enemiea were necessary, not only to her
national existence, but also to her retention of Yahweh-re-
llgion, "^-^ For the preservation of true Yahweh-worship waa
eaaentlal to the development and continuance of national
life and individuality. Her exiatenoe during the greater
part of the pre-prophetio period was on� conatant struggle
to maintain her place againat the peoples of Canaan, and a
god who oould not, or would not render efficient service in
thia conteat waa not likely to command her respect and ad-
her�ne�."^2 xt waa of n�o�asity to vindicate Yahweh's cove-
nant-promiae for Israel and ahow Hia auperiorlty over psgan
goda among the aiirrounding nations.
Hence the peopl� of th� eighth and ninth centuries
had inherited and developed the Idea that they were destined
10 John M, P. Smith, "Th� Day of Yahweh," The American
Journal of Theoloj^y. V (July, I9OI), pp, 507-508i"~
-^'^ Ibid., p. 511.
Ibid., p. 510.
by Y&immh for great things. Israel's faith had always
taught her to expeot great things of th� future. lahweh
had repeatedly shown Himself to be efficient and worthy of
all coisfid�ncc as a war-god. It was dlong this line tMt
his superiority was to b� proved to the nations . '^or did
Israel doiabt that she was th� peopl� of God, the kingdom
chosen by him and defended by him. Yahweh haad shown ^is
pleasure in larael and oanlfeated His power In recent days
by overthrowing Bamasoua, her bitterest fo�. Hence the
great majority of th� people were encouraged, but at^ th�
same time th�y became at �as�, 8elf-complac�nt with th�
gr�at proaperity of the nation. Ihey superficially took for
granted Yahweh's mercy. For the people, God existed for
blessing. They were resting on their covenant and election,
and expecting unconditional benefits from their God. Ihus
they hoped for the coming of the day '^en Yahweh should H�ni-
fest himself in behalf of His people and bring disaster and
destruction to all their foes, thereby proving His own su
premacy over all other gods and the superiority of His chosen
people over all the peoples of other gods. This hope was
basically eachatologlcal , i.e., the time when Yahweh would
break Into history to judge His foes and establish His rule.
The esohatological day of triumph would bring to Israel a
glorious reign of the mesaianic kingdom. It wcu Id bring
great happinesa and prosperity beyond measure. Hence to the
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people, "the day of Yahweh" was a sweet dream of a blissful
future.
Thus as it has been seen, the ooncopt of the day of
Yahweh was basically grounded on the historical reality of
Israel as Yahweh's chosen people, and only in this it can be
understood aa a \mlque Israelite conception. It may be true
as Cyril S, Rodd pointed out thet "Israelite religion did
not exist in a vacuum. "13 Bentzen alao atressed that "at
the immigration of Carael Canaanite aanctuaries, festivals
and rites were taken over, so that the conception of Ood was
to some extent changed. "1^ Bethel, the particular scene of
Ajbos' activity, was an illustration of such syncretism. 15
Thus the aetting of the ancient Near East plays some impor
tant role in the understanding of Hebrew religion. However,
it must be said tdaat this doea not mean tlMit Israelite re
ligion ean only be understood in the Hear East setting as a
primary source. One would totally mlaa the point if he
would overlook the uniqueneaa of Israel's historical reality
in relation to Yahweh's dynamic activity in it. And at this
15 Cyril S. Rodd, "Kingship and the Cult," ^e London
quarterly & Holborn Review (Jan., 1959), p. 22.
1^ Aage Bentzen, "King Ideology," Studla Theologlce,
III (Paac. II, 1949), p. 15k'
15 John D. W, Watts, Vision and Prophecy in Amos (Grand
Raplda: Wm. B. Eerdmans Publlililng Z!o7, 1958), pp7 W^6,
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point it muat ba pointed out that it cannot be inferred from
Amoa 5 8 18-20 that the day of Yahweh waa originally a featival
and that at the time of Amoa it still had aome connection
with the oult.l^ Ihere ia no peculiar eaeha tological ex
pectation of the Old Testament within the cult. The reason
la that God is already preaent with the cult.^? Rather,
unique hlatorical reality of the choaen people of Yahweh waa
in the background of the popiilar conoeption of the day of
Yahweh. Thus larael faded the futiare with confidence and
longed for the day of Yahweh.
II. PROPHETIC VIEW OF THE DAY OP YAHWEH
Amoa totally rejected the popular conoeption of the
day of Yahweh. Instead of being the day of larael* a glori
fication at the Sfxpenae of her enemlea, it now became the
day of her humiliation and chaatiaement at the handa of
Yahw^. It was a complete reveraal of all the hopea which
larael had so long centered in this day. The firat announce
ment of the prophetic meaaage of Amoa "muat have fallen upon
the people with atartling auddennessi it waa a r\id� awaken
ing from a pleaaant dream. "18
1^ Rad, o�. cit., p. 105, f.n. 1.
1? Asano, o�. oit., p. kk,
l8 J. M. P. Smith, 0�. oit., p. 513,
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Amoa' denunoiatlon of the popular conoeption waa
relevant to the contemporary altuatlon of larael of hia day.
Hia meaaage was given out of aheer neoeaaity. In the half-
eentury between Ellaha and Amoa, larael roae from one to
another of the great stages of cultiire. Till the eighth
oentury they had been but a kingdom of fighting shepherds
end husbandmen. Under Jeroboam in Israel and Hzaiah in Judah
city-life and civilization, in the proper sense of the words,
were developed. It is all this i^ich makes the prophets of
the ei^th century so modern while Ellsha's life ia atill ao
aneient.19 Thia eonaolidation of the city culture with the
class society was followed by two consequences: On the one
hand, it was the accumulation of riches which deepened in
ternal aocial contradiotlona ; on the other hand, it waa the
wider and profounder penetration of foreign culta into the
old national religion.
In thia situation Amoa condemned in vex*y bitter lan
guage the aocial injuatiee and religious unfaithfulneas of
larael. Por him Yahweh'a predominant oharacterlatic waa
righteousneaa (Amoa 5*i4--6, 2iv); and thia called for a cor
responding rlgk^teouaneaa on the part of larael. The graco
of God waa not to be underatood In the senae of a general
19 George Adam Smith, %o Book of the Twelve Prophets
(rev. ed. New York: Harper & Broth^sTubTTshers ,
'
1^28 ) , vol .
I, P� 52.
20
Cerny, o�. cit. , p. 88,
Provideno*. fhe peculiar relation Israel sustained was re
lationship which made th� highest demands upon the peopl�
to be rigjiteous (Amos The reverse side of the cove
nant was the demand of God and implied judgment when the
peopl� were unfaithful to Him. In th� presence of thia
demand for religious and moral integrity Amos saw Israel's
fearful depravity. Horth�m Israel had probably never en
joyed aueh outward prosperity and political preatlge aa at
thia time (Amoa JslO, 12, 155 5sllJ 6sli.-8). But und�rn�ath
proaperity ther� was de�|> corruption. "i?h�r�for� it was not
only Amoa but also Hoaaa, laaiah and Micah, all llkawia�
dir�ctly atta<^ed th� aina of larael. The whol� commwilty
of th� nation was corrupted and ready to be utt�rly d�8troy�d.
What kind of state of corruption was larael in? It waa al
moat beyond external correction. The land was full of swear
ing, lying, killing, stealing, adultery, and whoredom (Hoa.
k-iZ). The good man was perished out of the earthj and ther�
wea non� upright among men (Miejih. 7^2). Th�y b�cam� rich
(Hoa. 12j8) and loved luxurious living. Th�y us�d to 11 v�
car�l�saly in their fenoad citios, wher� th�y built up th�
hous�s of ivory (Agio� 3sl5), in whioh they lay on couches
(la. 57*7*8) to commit their whoredoms and adulteriea (la.
22 $10, 11 )� They were not eatlsfied with one houae only,
they rasist have "the winter hoiase" and "th� aummer houae"
(Amoa 3�15)� There was one force only, which puahed th�m
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forward. It was thair covetaousness for rlchas and still
laor� and raora rlchas. lh� morchenta had the falae balancea
in their handa (Hoa. 12:? )# and deceitful welghta in their
toaga (mcah 6 ill), ^a rich men were full of violence (Mlcsh
6:12), they coveted flelda and took them by violence (Micah
2:2), and swallowed up the needy (^oa 8:li.). The "heada" of
larael judged for reward (Amoa 5:12b), they turned judgment
to worm-wood and left off ri^teouanesa In the earth (Amos
5:7). They hated the upright and afflicted the juat (Amoa
5:10a, 12b). The prleata taught for hire (Micah 5:11) and
were aa the troop of robbera waiting for their apoil (Hoa.
7:1). All the higher olaasea were corrupted, for even the
princea were rovoltera (Hoa* 9*15 )� neither waa the houae of
the king an exception (Hoa. 5*1 )� Although it waa only
larael that Yahweh had known of all the familiea of the earth
(Amoa 5j2), nevertheleaa, they did not know Him and their
religious unfaithfulneas waa equal to their aocial depravity*
They had forgotten their true God and in the "daya of Baalim"
(Hos. 2:15) they sacrificed to them and burned incense be
fore them. Cemy remarked concerning the mounting sinful
ness of Israel: "Wo ahould quote porhapa two-thirda of all
instances of thia unfaithfulness of Yahweh'a people. "^^
Yet amid all thia rellgioua and moral desoletlon,
I^id* � p. 90.
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leaving no conception of Yahweh's demand for righteousness,
the people prided themselves on the false confidence that
Yahweh was w?th them, and that evil therefore coiad not
overtake them. And for that reason the time had to come
to destroy th� ancient hop�s of salvation. It is against
this backgroimd of th� Internal social injustice and reli
gious unfaithfulness that Amos' announcement of the coming
day of Yahweh as th� day of His judgment is to b� und�r-
atood. Thus Amos was called upon to turn againat the �x-
p�ctetlon� of larael, the popular desire for the day of
Yahweh, th� day when Yahw�h would intervene in history to
eatabliah Hia rule and to jtidg� Hia foes. In fact, Amoa
here took a stand againat the averag� pi�ty whioh r�at�d <m
th� anolont hop�s of salvation. H�nc� h� and the otl^r
propheta, who prool^lmad th� aam� maasag� aftar him arouaad
aueh oppoaition among th� priests (Amoa 7) and among most
of the other fala� prophets, who clung to ancient promises
and mechanized th� th��logy of provid�no� and covenant.*"**
The prophet's view was disputed hotly. The only groxind for
Amoa' preaching waa the "roaring of th� lion**! th� fact
that Adonai Yahweh �poke (Amos 5:8, cf. 1:2).
However, in the proclamation of th� coming of the day
22 Vrlezen, An Outline of Old teatament Theology, 0�.
oit., P' 557�
*"
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of Yahweh Amos did not break away completely from the past.
He utilized some elements of the popular conception already
existing, namely, the thought that Yahweh was to manifest
Himself personally in judgment; that this would occur on a
specific dayj that thia day would be a day of battle; that
wonderful phenomena on earth and in t^e heavens would ac
company the day; that in connection with the judgment,
punishment would fall upon the enemies of Israel and of
Yahweh; and, above all, that it would be the time when Yahweh
would vindicate Himself in the sight of the ^diole world. But
a radical departure from the popular idea ia seen in the 93.
sential content of Amos' message of Yahweh's absolute right
eousness and His consequent judgment upon His covenant-
breaking people. The doctrine of the day of Yahweh hence
forth becomes one of the most powerful argiaments of the
prophets in their appeals to the people of Yahweh to forsake
evil and cleave to that which is good.
Following the lead of Amos, the prophets continued to
use the idea of the day of Yahweh as a factor in the work
of developing a purer national life and a keener moral sense.
The pre-exilic prophets, however, with the exception of
Zephaniah, did not give the idea a prominent place in their
teaching. The term "day of Yahweh" appears neither in Hosea,
Ml�fi�f Nahum, Habakkuk, nor Jeremiah, while Amos himself
mentioned it only for the purpose of combating the erroneous
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popular conception In regard to It and of putting an entirely
different meaning Into It. J. M. P. Smith suggested that
this avoidance of the use of the term was due, perhaps, to
desire to refrain from calling to the remembrance of the
people the perverted idea which it represented, an idea so
strongly intrenched in the minds of the people that expul
sion by direct attack seemed Inadvisable; hence the earlier
prophets chose the more indirect and effectual method of
teaching correct fundamental ideas about Yahweh, the accep
tance of idiloh would drive out false conceptions of the day
of Yahweh.2^ Thou�^ the immediate successors of i^os avoided
the use of the term for the most part, yet its content as
formulated by Amos was taken up by them and strenuously en
forced upon the nation.
III. JUDGMENT
As it has been seen, th� first aspect of the proph
etic view of th� day of Yahwah is always a day of Judgmant.
Th� fact that about one-third of the text of Amos is given
over to references to the coming punlahmeht of Israelites,
suggests that Amoa' eschatology must have made a consider
able imprassion upon his contemporaries. Of course Hebrew
prophets before Amos had foretold the coming of doom, but
25 J. M. P. Smith, 0�. oito, p. 516.
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their words had been directed towards oertain individuals
or families within Israel. The concept of "the day of
Yahweh", which antedates Amos, appears to have envisaged
Jaiafortune only for the non-Hebrew world. What distinguishes
Amos from hia predecessors is that by refashioning the "day
of Yahweh" idea, he extended Yahweh's condemnation to the
<^oaen people.
The firat feature of Amoa' c(Maception of jud^aent ia
the inevitability of Yahweh's judgment; inevitable because
Yahweh demanSed righteouaneaa and justice to Israel. Israel,
in the depth of sins, did not meet thia demand (Amoa l4.:6f }.
Iherefore there ia a oonaequential inaeparable relation
between the prophet 'a conception of Ood and hia idea of
judgment* For Amoa Yahweh waa easentially a right eoua Ood
l^ough and throu^. Thia haa a connection with the aeoond
feature of hia (X>nception of judgment, namely univeraality.
In Amoa the object of judgment waa not only the choaen
larael but alao all the neighboring natlona. It is plain
that such ^miveraality of judgment waa baaed upon hia con
ception of God. Yahweh is the Ood who brou^t up larael
out of ^^gypt, and at the same ti^ He ia the Ood who led the
Philistinea from Gaphtor, and the Syrlana from Kir. Ulti
mately* before the eyes of Yehweh there was no difference
between larael, the chosen of God and the Ethiopians (^mos
9t7f )� As Yahweh ia the Lord of the whole world ao the
9k
sphere of His judgment is over beyond Israel. Ih� thii?d
feature of Amos' conoeption of judgment is its urgency.
The last judgment is liable to seem a vague far-off event.
But to the prophets it waa very real and near at hand.
"The great day of Yahweh is near," cried Zephaniah; "it is
near, and hasteth greatly" (Isllj.). So also the language of
Joel and Amoa li^lies that the day of Yahweh might be ex
pected in their own time. Harnack observed as follows s
^imever a man earnestly, and out of the depths of
his own heart, points others to God. . .whether it be
deliverance or judgment that he preaches, it has alwaya,
ao far as history tells us, taken the form of announc
ing that the end is at hand.^
So it was with th� prophets; as they looked out into the
future with h�arts full of �nthusiasm for th� law of rlght-
eousnoss, it s��m�d to th�m imposaible that this world of
in jus tic� oould laat much longer. The day must be at hand.
It is important to bear in mind that there is a com
bination of preaent historical occurences with eachatologl
cal predictions which is characteristic of Old Testament
eachatology. In on� and the same passsg� cl�ar r�ferences
to present conditions are found side by side with expresaions
and propheelea which are as clearly eschatologloal. An �x-
ampl� of this la found in Amos 5; part of this chapter deala
^M- Adolph fiarnait. What is Chriatianlty? (New York:
0. p. Putnam 'a Sona, 190l77p,'i:ir~
^�
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with the wlckedneas of the house of Israel, but the hope of
forgiveness Is held out to thoae who turn from evil and do
the will of Godj In the very middle of the chapter, however,
occur some traits which are indisputably eachatologlcal
(5:16-18, 20), while, on th@ other hand, the last verse runs
thus: "Therefore I will take you Into exile beyond Damascus,
says the Lord, whose name is the God of hosts"�an obvious
reference to an hlatorical event about to occur in the near
future, but nothing to do with th� "last things." v�. 0, E.
Oesterley saidt "This method of the propheta is of the
bluest Importances, for it tended to show the intimate con
nection that exists between th� condition of men hereafter
and their present manner of life. �25 Thua in the handa of
the propheta, eachatologlcal conoeptlona are utilised and
adapted for apecial purpoa�8.26
I?. SALVATIOW
The q\i�stion with which Amos was dealing was not
�imply one of th� weal or wo� of th� nation. Kls problem
waa a hlgh�r on�� it was on� of lif� and death (Amos 5*
14.-6, lk-> 15) � Th� prophets were not dealing with a m�r�ly
temporary political question, that of th� existence of
25 0�at�rl�y, The Doctrine of the Last Things (London?
John Murray, 1909), pTJjT"
� ^"^ ""
26 Ibid., p. 26.
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Israel. lo theM tke most baalo problem was the problem of
salvation. Behind their message of the day of Yahweh lay
their sublime faith in God's Justice on the on� hand, and
in Hia beneficent and sovereign power on the other hand.
As they understood taae will of God across the ages, Hia
purpose waa to vindicate His justice in judgmant and to show
Hia mercy in redemption. The raessage of the prophets turned
on these two fundamental aspects of Cod's purpose, and the
two w�re Inseparably related. Judgment was never considered
aa an �nd Itself j It was only in ordsr to bring out r�deaip-
tlon, and *'b�hlnd th� storm of judgm�nt th�r� alway rises
clear the day of aalvatlon. "^7 it has b�en generally con
sidered by Bieny scholars that ^moa $i$t. waa a later addi
tion and puahed aalde because of ita element of hope. But
auoh a view is far from the genuine prophetic faith. It Is
a complete mis\jnd�rstanding of the intrinsic �sohatolog.^ cal
�xp�ctatlon as found in the prophats. Fundamantally and
basically th� proph�tic faith and �achatologlcal faith ar�
on�j and the latter is an expression of the former as th�
Word of Yahweh cam� upon His proph� t.
27 Haa tings, loc. cit.
CHAPTER VI
REMHAKT AHD HESTORATION
No esohatology of the prophets Is complete without
the hope of a remnant and of a rea tore tlon. The doctrine
of the remnant la essential to prophetic eschatology for it
expresses in its own fashion the central message, which is
the coming of Ood into the world, in a national sense, for
it reflects very clearly God's will for Israel. ^ Restora
tion is the establishment of the messianic kingdom and it
includes the return of man as he existed in the beginning*
It is the consiimmating aspect of prophetic eschatology. In
this chapter Amos' prophecy concerning the remnant and the
restoration, and also Hosea 's teaching on the restoration
have been discussed.
I. AMOS' PROPHECY
Remnant. According to Edmond �facob, the remnant is
a concept with two facets, one catastrophic�only a remnant
will survive! the other full of promise�for a remnant will
escape. The catastrophic sense is basic; a remnant is
spoken of only after a terrible catastrophe which has de
stroyed all but a remnants by comparing it to two bones and
Jacob, 0�. cit., p. 523.
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a piece of ear juat aaved from the lion 'a mouth, Amoa
conveyed aome Idea of Ita smllness (5sl2| 5^5)* The
prophet 'a hearera could not misunderstand, but they could
also remember the word by which Yahweh had announced to
the prophet Elijah that he had established a remnant so
that hia work ahotild continue (I Klnga 19tl7-l8). Thia
aavlng and conaollng aapect of the remnant had Ita origin
In the mercy of Yahweh, who ^;riahed to uphold His people at
all coata.2
To Amoa, however, God 'a righteouaness and judgment
were the dominant th^es. Yet this does not mean that Amos
left out the hope for the remnant. In spite of his message
of doom Amoa always felt that there was a relation between
God and the people. He always spoke of 'amml in his proph-
cles (7s8,15} 8:25 9:10, cf. li|.), and he nowhere arrived at
the verdict that God had rejected Israel, even if he proph-
aled that the people should fall and rise no more (3:2).
In the extant text of Amos a number of verses Indicate that
destruction would not be total, at least as far as the
choaen people were concerned. He was a prophet of aalva
tlon and he held out a hope of mercy to the residue.
The baalc meaning of the root shaker is to remain or
2 Ibid.
b6 left over from a large number or quantity which haa in
aome way been diapoaed of* Other Semitic languagea appear
to ccttfirm thia fundamental senae. 5 In the overwhelming
majority of instances the root is used in contexts which
imply that the reaidual part ia leas important than the
part from which it has been distinguished. Thia nuance of
the term has enabled the Old Teatament writers to express
the idea of totality, by mploying it with a negative par
ticle to give the sense of "not leaving a trace". This
usage is indicated vividly in Sxodus 10:26 in the words:
"there ahall not an hoof be left behind." Sha*ar primarily
directs attention, not forwarda to the residue, but back-
warda to the whol� of which it had been a pprt and to the
devastation and loaa by which it had been brought into be
ing.^
Toward the conclusion of the first word against
Israel, Amos said: "As the shepherd rescues from the mouth
of th� lion two l�ga, or a place of an �er, so shall th�
p�opl� of Israal who dwall in Samaria b� reacu�d with tii�
corner of a couch and part of a bed" (5:12). A niamber of
commentators have said that this verse indicates that there
E. W. Heaton, "The Root 7/:^ and the Doctrine of the
Remnant, The Journal of Theological Studies, III (April,
1952), p. 2B7
^
k- Ibid., p. 28-29,
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wolild be practically no rescue of Israel, destruction would
be total. Although here Is a dominant ea^hasls upon de
struction, yet the prophet has underlined the concept that
only a very small remnant would survive.
The possibility that some would survive the day of
Yahweh is more explicit in 5^1-3? k-^i li^-15� Tb.e punish
ment will not be an annihilation. "Virgin Israel" was one
of two favorite expressions in circulation among the patri
ots of the northern Kingdom. It connoted youth, riches,
beauty, and hope. The second popular phrase, "first among
the nations," signified Israel's preeminent position among
all peoples, 5 Amos sang a funeral dirge over the virgin
Isz*ael (5j1�3), and he depicted the "firat among the nations"
as the "first among the captives" going into exile (6sl,7)�
Th&t the disaster pictured in 5:1-? will indeed be great,
but not total, la clear from th� alternative offer�d In the
following veraoa: Por thua aaya th� Lord to the hous� of
laraal: S��k m�, that you may livej "To s�ek Yahw�h" (5:
i^-5) ia the sum total of true piety. Ultimately, the sal
vation of Israel does not dep�nd upon moral or social re
form but upon the divine promises. Amos did not mention
the covenant explicitly, yet even if the word was not foond
5 Alphonsus Benson, Prom the Mouth of the lion'�
The Messlanlsm of Amos," The Catholic Biblical Quarterly,
XIX (April, 1957 )� p. 202-:
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In his writing, th� eonoept was present, Amos 3:2 states
that Israel alone of all the peoples of the earth has been
known to Yahweh, i*e., Israel alone has been loved and
ehosen by Ood. In Amos Tahweh often spoke of Israel as
"my people" (7s8j 8j2j 9sllj.). It is this awareness of the
oovenant that enabled Amos to temper his threats of divine
vengeance with a hope UiBt a remnant would survive.
Eestoratloa. Th� conclusion of the book of Amoa is
a marvelous promise of restoration after jud^ent. Amos
announced a severe punishment of the people but he still
held out hop� for their survival on Gcaadltion of repentance.
Ihls hop� of salvation was an integral part of the messag�
of Amos.
Against th� authenticity of 9:11-15 it has been urged
by many that its teaching is out of harmony with th� thought
of Amoa, Amos 1:1-9:7, it has b�en claimed, portrayed the
prophet as a woe-prophet of total destruction without any
hop� of escape from the impending doom of judgment. Hence,
the epilogue would b� Inconsistent with the prophet's en
tire life's work. This s�ctlon must have been a later
addition by an editor who wanted to temper the message of
severity. However, this position overlooked th� aurvivlng
remnant mentioned implicitly in 5:12 end explicitly in 5:
1|.�6, 114--15, aa well aa in 5:5 and 9:8,9. It Ignored the
fjfict that Amoa had th� concept of a merciful God who willed
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that His paopla b� converted.*'
"In that day" places the epilogue in esohatological
setting."^ The phrase refers to some indefinite future time
w*ien Yahweh would manifest His righteousness or mercy." A
disaster ia pictured in the image of the "hut of I%vid."
Here there ia seen an idealized image of the kingdom. Ihis
is the kingdom of I^vid which is pictured in the restoration,
the kingdom that has fallen. According to verse 11, the
Davidic kingdom will be restored after a process of alf ting.
In the messianio era it will once again be raiaed to ita
former glory.
The reatoration will not be for the benefit of the
hoiise of David alone. The restored kingdom will conalat of
Gentilea aa well aa the choaen people (9:12). At the
Council of Jerusalem (Acta 15) Saint Jamea applied thia
verae to the conversion of the Gentllea citing from the LXX
version. In thia the apoatl� agreed with an ancient rabbin
ical Intei^retation. If Mom ia singled out among the
nations for special mention, it is only because Edom, the
^ I^id* , pp. 208-209.
7 The writer does not agree with Peter Andreaa Munch 's
view that the phrase "in that day" has never been used aa an
eachatologlcal term in the Old Teatament Cf. P. A. Munch,
The Expression Baj lom Hahu (Osloj I Xomlsjon Hos Jacob
I^wad, 195b )� p. 57�
� Benaon, 0�. oit., pp. 209-210.
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brother of Israel, was a aymbol of the nations most opposed
to Israel, and it would be fitting that even this nation
should be brought into the fold in the era of universality,
for Ood is the Lord of history of all nations. 9
Prosperity, peace, and justice are traditional proph
etic Images used to describe the wonders of the Messianic
kingdom. In 9:13, Amos used one of these concepts, namely
prosperity, and specifically, exceptional agricultural fer
tility.
The initial phrase of 9*1^, w'sabtl et s'but 'amml
ylara* el was formerly assumed to refer to the return of the
exiles and was rendered, "I will restore the captives of my
people." Hence this verse was aald to be exilic. This in
terpretation saw the noun s'bilt aa derived from the verb
^^abah. I'oday, many scholars derive the noun form from the
verb meaning "to return." The basic meaning of the
noun form seemed to be % return to a former happier state."
The idea of captivity is not implicit in the phraae. Hence
the phraae shoxild be rendered "1 will reatore the former
atate of my people." Thia fits in rwell with the context as
It continues the description of material prosperity.
The last verse adds the thought that the restored
^ It)id. . pp. 210-211.
� I^id. , pp. 211-212.
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kingdom will be perpetual. The Israelites will again enjoy
the favor of Yahweh and there will be no need for further
chastisements .
II. RESTORATION IN HOSEA
Hosea is much like Amoa in the general flow of hia
Ideaa. But it may be aald that in Hoaea, prophetic eachatol
ogy la more highly developed than in Amos.
It waa Hoaea 'a own peraonal life that gave both mean
ing and feeling to the promise of eventual restoration to
God's favor as well aa to the denunoiationa. Por the proph
et 'a own wife turned harlot. Her rejection of the marriage
bond reflected larael 'a rejection of Yahweh's covenant. Be-
caijise of her sina Gomer would be punished, but ultimately
restored to her rightful place at Hoaea 'a side. Israel,
too, would find herself banlahed from God 'a favor. But the
ateadfaat love (hesed) of Yahweh for Hia people would let
Him take her back again juat as it had moved Him to make the
covenant in the first place. It is in thia baalc concept
and reality of Hoaea that his future hope can be rightly
understood.
What is algnlflcant In Hoaea la that th� medicinal
natiare of the punlahment is underlined. In Amos salvation
��"�� Eugene H, Maly, "Messlanlsm In Osee," The Catholic
Biblical Quarterly. XIX (April, 195?), p. 219.
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waa connected with puniatsaent more or leas chronologically,
Bttt In Hosea "puniahment ia not an end Itaelf aa vengeance
upon ainneraj it ia only a means to moral reform.
their trouble they will aeek m� earnestly" (5*15), thought
the prophet. Hoaea was hopeful that through her troubles
Israel would return to her Ood, and then the Lord would have
mercy on Israel and exalt her in the endj
Come, let us return to the Lords
for he has torn, that he may heal us;
he has stricken, and he will bind us up.
After two days he will revive us;
on the third day he will raise us up,
that we may live before him.
Let us know, let us press on to know the
Lord;
Hia going forth is aw� as the dawn;
he will come to us as the showers,
aa th� spring rains that water the earth (6:1-3).
The direct connection which exists between ciiastlso-
ment and redemption will be found in the following verses:
Por the children of Israel shall dwell many daya with
out king or prince, without aancrlfice or pillar, with
out ephod or teraphim. Afterward the children of Israel
shall return and aeek the Lord their God, and Bavid
their king; and they shall come in fear to the Loi�d and
to hia goodneas in the latter daya (3!i<.-5)-
According to the worda of the prophet, thia redemption will
come after a period of tribulation and an entire lack of aU
national privileges. Thia period will bring about a complete
repentance, and through thia will lead to th� attainment of
Joaeph Klauaner, The Measianlc Idea in larael (New
York: The Macmillan Company7~1555 ) , p*
"
k5lr
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the hoped-for happiness. It is to he noted that in the words
"Bavld their king", there is the firat trace of a personal
laessiah in the prophets. The words cannot be taken in a
literal meaning*
The longest passage in Hosea dealing with tbe futiire
hope is 2:l6*�23;
And in that day, says the Lord, you will call me, 'S^
husband,' and no longer will you call me, 'My Baal,'
For I will remove the names of the Baaia from her mouth,
and they ahall be mentioned by name no more. And I will
make for you a covenant on that day with the beasts of
the field, the birds of the air, and the creeping things
of the gromdj and 1 will abolish the bow, the aword,
and war from the landj and I will mdc c you lie down in
aafety. And I will betroth you to me for ever; I will
betroth you to me in righteouanesa and in juatice, in
ateadfaat love, and in mercy. I will betroth you to me
in faithfulness; and you shall know the Lord*
And in that day, says the Lord,
I will answer the heavens
end they ahall answer the earth;
and the earth shall answer the grain, the
wine, and the oil,
and they ahall answer Jeareel;
and I will sow him for myaelf in the land.
And I will have pity on Not pitied,
and I will say to Not my people, 'You
are my people ' ;
and he ahall say, 'Thou art my God.'
fieatoratlon ia baaed upon the proralae of covenant of Yahweh,
The covenant waa based primarily on sedec^ and mispat which
were the basis of all the monarchical societies of the
ancient Eaat.^5
15 Maly, 0�, cit., p. 220
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"It la the outstanding contribution of Oaee that he
fores eea a new covenant that will be baaed also on J^eaed
and rahamlm, "-^^ In this paaaage, the referencca to the
fertility of the land may be noted. Like Amoa, he alao
promised that in the daya of reatoration the produce of the
ground would be great and abimdant. ISiis concept of a
wonderoualy fertile land was a dream common to all the
ancient peoples. As the passage In Amoa linked thia fer
tility with "that day" of the new era, so too Hosea stated
that this perfect response of God to the heavens, of the
heavena to the earth, and of the earth to the grain waa a
charaoteristic of "that day", the day when the new and ever
lasting covenant ahall be uahered in. Maly obaerved that
the referencea to the fertility of the land were ocoaaioned
by the fact that so many of the laraelitea were given to
the worahip of the false Canaanite god Baal, a god of nature
and of fertility, ^nd so Hosea held up aa the blessing of
Yahweh that very good i^leh they aought in their worship of
Baal. 15
In Hosea, spiritual bliss is Inseparably connected
with temporal prosperity. The names of the feals would be
cut off from the mouth of the virgin daughter of Israel
1^ Ibid.
15 Ibid., p. 225
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"and they shall no more toe m�itloned by their name," so that
she would not call the Lord "Baall" (% Baal) but "Ishl"
(my husband). Israel would return to her God and the Lord
would return to His peoples
I will heal their backsliding
I will love them freely:
For Mine anger la turned away from him (lli.:!;).
Israel's apostasy would be healed; she would be loved once
again; communion between Yahweh and His people would be
restored. In Hoaea, there is seen the intimacy of the love
that will exist between God and people in the new "betrothal."
It is a betrothal that will exist forower.
Hosea alao prophesied changes in the order of nature:
I will make for you a covenant on that day
with the beasta of the field, the birda of the air,
and the creeping thinga of the ground (2:l8).
Here there waa already, though in undeveloped form, the
prophecy of "the wolf lying down with the lamb." Thia ia
8 new thought whioh was not found in Amos but which became
afterward, in the time of Isaiah and Micah, an inseparable
part of the messianic ideal: perfect peace in the days of
the messiah (Is. 11:6-9; 2:2-4; Micah i|.:l�5).
CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AHD GOHCLUSIONS
I. SUMMARY
According to Wellhausen school of criticism,
eschatology waa a specifically prophetic creation. It was
largely a matter of a phantastic expectation of the proph
ets out of historical psychological factors. "Woe escha
tology'* preceded "weal eschatology" and any ray of hope
for salvation whioh was foiand in "woe eschatology" was re
garded as a later addition. This theory was supplanted
by the pan-Babylonian theory of the origin of prophetic
esohatology by men like Guhkel and Gressmann. They main
tained the existence of preprophetio eschatology in ancient
larael but they sought the origin outside of Israel, in
Babylonian mythology. They were subjected to powerful cri
ticism. There was no proof of the existence of such a
theory in the ancient Oriental world. Besides this, the
theory offered no explanation of the uniqueness of Israel's
esohatology.
In opposition to Gressmann, Mowinckel rightly claimed
that the origin of eschatology was to be found within larael
and not outside of It. H� explained the rise of eschatology
out of a New Year festival of the enthronement of Yahweh
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among the Israelites. He equated the phrase "day of Yahweh"
with this New Year's festival on theground of alleged iden
tity of content. The cult did not originally involve an
eschatology, hut It iiltliMitely supplied one, when Israel's
adversities threw her hopes Into the future. However, the
fact that there wes no shred of evidence that the Process
ional Psalms implied the existence among the Israelites of
a Hew Year festival of the enthronement of Yahweh waa fatal
to Mowinckel's theory. It is also noticeable that the
passages to which Mowlnckel specially appealed for his proof
of identity were not those in which the phrase "day of
Yahweh" occurred. The twentyei^t references to the day
of Yahweh afforded Mowlnckel no prims ry material for hia
proof of Identity, ^''urther, "decay of the cult" did not ex
plain the rise of the Hebrew eachatology which had unique
qualities.
Thus, It has been seen that all these modem critical
theories had failed to explain the origin of Hebrew escha
tology. The esohatological hope of Israel is not to be ex
plained in the external manner of those critical views.
The origin end the unique qualities of Israel's hope must
be imderstood in relation to Israel's unique faith in a
unique Ood. Hebrew eschatology was the result of a apecial,
unique, divine revelation. And it waa the Hebrew propheta
to whom Ood revealed Hia aecret of eachaton.
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Thus, prophetic eachatology cannot he understood
apart from the baalc faith of the propheta which was essen
tial and central to Old Testament religion. Eschatology Is
an expression of the unique Hebrew view of history and faith
that the history of the world is directed by the sovereign
will of Yahweh toward the completion of His redemptive plan;
Yahweh is indeed the Lord of history. Hence it is insepa
rable from the prophetic conception of Yahweh. The proph
ets, penetrating into the knowledge of God's holy Being, ex
perienced more and more the discrepancy between what wes and
what should be. Again, at the basis of prophetic eschatol
ogy there wea the hlatorical reality of covenant and elec
tion of Israel. Eschatology, In other worda, waa an expreaa
lon of covenant and election faith. Covenant relationahip
was a special relationship between Yahweh and Israel which
aroae in history. The propheta believed in God 'a falthful-
neaa in His covenant-love in fulfilling Hia promlae of aal
vatlon. therefore, in the mldat of their announcement of
|he coming a tern judgment, the propheta could have an escha
tologloal hope, looking toward the future with the eyes of
faith.
Gonceptlona of time and of eternity are Important In
that they determine one's interpretation of eschatology.
The Hebrews had a very realistic view of time. It was
rtfelthir illusory nor merely abstract nor ideal. Ihe charac-
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terlstlc �raphasla of Hebrew thought In regard to time was
its concreteness. But it had no independent reality apart
from the living God. To them, this world was the arena of
God's action, and time became decisive in its relationship
to God. Eternity was that whldh lay behind time. It can
not be considered apart from time. Eternity did not belong
to timelessness. It had concrete content and had something
to do with this world. If God iras to mean anything to the
Hebrew, that meaning must be embodied In the historical
reality of this world under God. ^Aerefore, a combination
of esohatological hope with present historical occiirences
was characteristic of prophetic esohatology. Thus, in the
framework of a realistic view of time and eternity, and with
their realistic faith in the sovereign God, the prophets of
larael looked forward to the revelation of the hidden things
of God and the final restoration of larael in the eachaton
of time.
The central concept of prophetic eschatology is "the
day of Yahweh." It will be the day of xcan if�station of
Yahweh and vindication of His righteousness. It implies
the culmination of human history In His final revelation
which will Inaugurate His kingly rule upon the earth. Amoa
opposed the popular expectation of the day as "light". It
would be the day of universal judgirsent over the sinful con
dition of nations because Yahweh is the Lord of history.
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Howevep, judgment la not an end In itself i it is only In
order to bring out redemption.
No esohatology of th� prophets is complete without
th� hop� of a remnant and a restoration, Ihe doctrln� of
a remnant is Important because it reflects God's will for
Israel. Restoration is the establishment of the Messianic
Kingdom, and it includes th� return of man as He existed
in the beginning. It is th� consummating aspect of escha
tology. Both Amos and Hosea presented traditional images
of prosperity and peace to desoribe th� wonders of the
Messianic age. In Hosea, there was seen the intimacy of
love that would exist between God and peopl� in the new
"betrothal". The new Kingdom of God will be p�rp�tual.
II. CONCLUSION
As it has been seen, esohatology is an expression of
a unique Hebrew view of history and faith that the history
of th� Tiirorld is directed by th� sovereign will of Tahweh
toward the completion of His redemptive plan. It asserts
that there is a cleavag� between the kingdom of God and
hunmn history. The new Kingdom of God is the coa^l�tlon of
human history, and signifies th� complete establishment of
God's sovereignty in historical time. 2?he prophets graspsd
th� Idea of tim� in their vi�w of history in th� prea�nc�
of Ood. Tbey saw eternity through the present. Tet eter-
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nity Itself was hidden from their eyes; it was to be re�
vealed someday. The future expectation was bom in their
faith in the aovereign inile of Yahweh over the whol� world.
Thus the day of Yahweh was expected as that which
was to come. It was the day of mighty manifestation of
Yahweh to usher in a new age in the *ahai^th. But this had
a double aspect: on the one iiand judgment waa inevitable;
on the other hand there was a hope of salvation throu^
judgment. In Amos the principal point of the hope of salva
tion was not the Messiah but the parous la, the coming of
Yaiareh in the future. In Hosea, there was foimd the first
trace of a personal Messiah in the form of "David their
king" (Hosea 3^5)-
Eschatology is prijoarily related with the prophetical
expectation of salvation. Escha tological hope is a proph
etic faith idiich awaits the fulfillment of God's promise of
salvation. It was a form in idiich the realistic faith of
th� proph�ta maintained its confession of Yabwdi; the Lord
of history and th� world. The basic content of eachatology
waa the proph�tlcal word of God: "Ye ahall b� my people,
and I will b� your God." %� el�ctlon of Israel was rooted
in her hlatory and in the structure of her religion, and
this waa alwaya preaent in the background of the prophetical
measage. The great events, the exodua, the conqueat, and
so on,, were but landmarka in the history of chosen people
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which was �ssontlally open to the future. They only served
to strengthen and develop the faith of true Israelites in
God's saving-love unaiistakally manifested in Israel's past
history. However, according to the prophets, salvation was
expected only through judgment of Israel and the world. In
this sense, the hope of salvation was realistic; it was not
a Vague or phantastic dream of the peophets. The famous
verse of Amoa 3*2 indicated th� true starting-point; Israel
as th� apecial people of God ia puniahed by God with parti
cular aeverity for h�r aina. Th� dlvin� judgm�nt was an
inq)�nding and Inavi table doom upon the covenant-breaking-
people. In this way, Amoa and Hoaea, aa well aa other
claaslcal prophets, brought about a tension completely dif
ferent from the tension that dominated the cultic religion,^
But it was the firm faith of the prophets who had stood on
the promise and mercy of God that enabled them to foresee
the coming of the glorious new kingdom of God.
Esohatology, thus seen through Amos and Hosea, is
neither a mere supplement to th�;biblical teaching nor an
isolated matter. It became the essential prophetic faith
of the Old Teatament. Hence, eachatologlcal thought doea
not appear only in apocalyptica. Ha ther, eachatologlcal
hope ia fundamental to, and inaeparable from, the prophetic
^ Vrleaen, "Prophecy and Esohatology," 0�. cit. , pp.228-229 .
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f�lth. It la foiind everywliere in the Bible.
Laatly, In the worda of Th. C. Vrlezen, "eschatology
is the unlveraal form of the conf eaaion of praying faith,
that waa given a definite peraonal fom by the Paalmiat:
Jahwe ilgmor ba *adl, Jahweh hasa^eka le'^Slam, laa 'ase"
ladekg >al teref 1 (Pa. oxxxviil tJ)"'-
2 Ibid., p. 229
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